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CHAPTER I.
SENT ON A DANGEROUS ERRAND.
r'

"Orderly!"
"Yes, your excellency."
"Send Dick Slater to me at once !"

It was now May.
He had as yet done nothing.
Washington could not understand it.
Neither could his generals, the members of his staff.
Why was Howe waiting?
Why was not Cornwallis trying to do something to push
the war along?

These were the questions that Washington had asked himself, and being unable to answer them satisfactorily, he had
"Yes, your excellency."
Grneral Washington, the commander-in-chief of the Con- called in the members of his staff to see if they could
inental Army, sat in his r~om at the headquarters.
fu:\nish an answer.
He had just :finished an interview with several of the
This had been the subject under discussion in the council
embers of the staff.
of war.
It had bem a sort of council of war.
But the members of the staff had been unable to answer
It was in the month of May, 1777.
the questions.
Washington and his troops, to the number of about eight
They were as m11ch puzzled by the action-or lack of acousand, occupied an impregnable position on l\Iorristown tion--of the British as was the commander-in-chief.
They could offer no reasonable explanation for the infeights, in the State of New Jersey.
Thcy had come there from Trenton in January, and had activity of the British.
The council 'had adjourned, the members of Wat:hingeen there ever ·ince.
The British had been defeated in two engagements, and ton's staff had taken their departure, ancl then Washington
aring to attack Washington's army, and the roads being had 8ent for Dick Slater.
Fifteen minutes later step~ were heard in the hall outpassable on account of the snow, General Howe had dedell to wait till Spring to resume operations against the side.
triot army.

Then the door opened and the 01·derly entered.
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He was accompanied by a handsome, manly-looking youth•' Dick nocldcd understandingly.
of about eighteen years of age.
His eyes glowed ecigerly.
"Dick Slater, your excellency," the orderly announced,
"I see," he saicl; '·you wish me to go and play the spy
and withdrew.
them, as I have done at different times in the past.''
"Ah, Dick! glad to see you!" said the commander-inWashington nodded.
chief, giving Dick his hand; ''be seated."
"That is 'what I wish you to do, Dick," he said. "It
Dick replied in a respectful manner, and took a seat.
be a very difficult and dangerous task; however."
, The commander-in-chief looked earnestly and search"No more so than on the former occasions, however," s
ingly at the youth.
Dick.
He said nothing for nearly a minute-simply looked at
"Well-perhaps not. Still, there is great danger attach
Dick.
to the work." ·
The youth stood the scrutiny with composure.
"We will not think of that, at all," said Dick "Wh
Presently the great general spoke.
are Generals Howe and Cornwallis? In New Brunswick
"Dick/ he said, "whenever I get into difficulties, when"No; I think th!)y are in N e\y Y 9r~. The main body
ever I am puzzled and don't know just what to do, I send for the army is at New Brunswick, but the commanders the
you!"
selves have their headquarters in the city. It 1s mu
He smiled as he s.aid this.
more comfortable there," and Washington smiled.
Dick smiled back at the great man.
"Then I had better go direct to New York?"
"I am glad to hear it, your excellency !" he said, in a
"Yes; you will be more likely to gather information
fir.m, musical voice. "I must say that I consider that a their plans there than at New Brunswick."
great compliment, and an honor as well."
"Very well, your excellency. I will start this afternoo
"And I am glad to hear you say that, Dick !" said the at such time as will bring me to New York after nightfal
commander-in-chief; "it has the right ring!"
"Suit yourself as to that, my boy" Use your own jud:
Dick blushed.
ment as to how and when, to go, and all I ask is that y
He was a modest youth.
exercise all possible care not to allow yourself to be c
It always embarrassed him to hear hims.elf praised.
tured."
"There is nothing that pleases me more than to be able
"I shall qo that, your excellency; and-I will return a
to be of use to you, in this battle for liberty and independ- report to you as soon as I have learned news of importanc
ence !" the youth said. "Anything that I can do will be
"Do so, Dick. I shall await your coming with so
cheerfully done."
eagerness, for I am sorely puzzled by the peculiar tact
"I am sure of that, Dick. You have proven it on many of the British."
occasions. Well, I have some work for you, but-it will be
The commander-in-chief gave Dick some further i
very dangerous work."
structions, and then the youth bade the great man go
"It does not matter, your excellency; work to be of value bye, saluted and withdrew. ·
in times such as these must needs be dangerous. No valu"Well, well ! Here is a chance for action at last !" t
able work could be easy.''
youth mused, as ho left headquarters. "I am tired
"You are right. I willo tell you what it is- that I wish being cooped up here, and shall be mighty glad of the cha
you to do."
to get out ancl stir around, danger or no danger!"
Dick remained silent, and looked foquiringly at the great
Dick was a brave youth.'
general.
He was not a reckless one; but the thought that the wo.
The commander-in-chief was silent for a few moments, he was about to enter upon was dangerous had no deterri.J
and then he looked at Dick, and said:
effect whatever.
"I have been expecting the BTitish to make some kind of
If anything, it made him all the more cager to be abo
a move for several weeks past, Dick-:-eveT jlince the winter the work.
broke, in fact, but so far they have done nothing, or made
If there was to be danger, he would overcome it.
any move toward doing anything. Now, I am puzzled by
Dick was soon at the quarters occupied by the compai
theiT actions. I don't know what to make of it. It seems of "Liberty Boys"-a company of youths of about Diel
very strange, indeed. I fear they are preparing some kind own age, which had been made up by Dick and a near frie1
I
of a surprise for u~, and-well, I wish to get an Inkling of of his, a youth named Bob Estabrook.
what that surprise is likely to consist."
They had adopted the name of "The Liberty Boys of '7fj
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They had done great work for the cause of Liberty.
They were terrible fighter;;, and when in battle their exple was of great value, as they always fought so furiously
to enthuse those around them.

PLUCK.

They were solicitohs for his welfare.
They also offered him much well-meant advice.
All of which Dick took in good part:
Dick knew it was love for him that animated them.

There were as a rule impulsive, headlong charges upon
"That will do, boys," he said, with a smile; "don't say
action.
the
were.in
they
e forces of the British when
another word I I shall take the best of cai:e of myself, and
'l'hc fame of the "Liberty Boys" had spread, and their I am not going to let the redcoats capture me, if I can
nines were in the mouths of the redcoats, as well as the help it."
"See that you don't!" sai<l Bob.

ouths of the patriot soldiers.

"If you arc not back

The "Liberty Boys" had clone good work during the here in a reasonable length o.f ·time, I shall come after
·inter months, by worrying the British, by attacking scat- you!"
red bands of foragers .
"Be sure you wait a 'reasonable length of time,' Bob!"
They had captured a goodly number of the redcoats in said Dick, with a laugh.
is manner.
"Well, I am going to be the judge as to that!"
But still, they had not as much action as they would have
Dick began. making his preparations at once.
\ked to have had.
It djd not take him long.
When Dick told tnem he was to go to New York on a
.AJI;9Jrn did was to don a suit of clothes that did not in
ying expedition they groaned in concert.
any way resemble the clothing worn by the majority of
"Oh, say, can't we all go, Dick?" asked Sam Sunder- patriot soldiers.
nd, with such a comical air that Dick could not help
His weapo~s, of course, he looked to with great care.
ughing.
These he hid under the skirt of his coat.
"I'm afraid we couldn't very well do much spy-work if we
He might try to play a part, or represent a character in
re all to go!" he said. "It would be difficult to slip into the make up of which pistols would be out of place, and

e British lines unnoticed."
he did not wish them to be showing.
"We could fight our way in, Dick," said Mark Morrison.
It was about the middle of the afternoon when Dick
"Yes, but we might have difficulty in fighting our way
started.
.
l
t again, 1\fark !"
He rode away in an easterly direction.
· "I jud~c that would be a little bit difficult,'' dryly.
He was headed for Paulus Hook.
. "Say, I ·m going with ~·ou, Dick!" said Bob Estabrook. 1
This was at a point directly opposite New York, and w!&
i
"I hardly think it would be advisable, Bob," was Dick's
just llbout where is now Jersey 0 ity .
. tp 1y.
1
'rhe distance from Morristown Heights was about twent~·
""'hy not?" in a disappointed tone.
miles.
"Oh, for the reason that one •can get around without atDick could have ridden the distance and arrived at Paulus
acting attention better than two could.''
Hook by sundown easily, but he preferred not to get there
t1
to better advantage, if they
( "Yes, but two could fight
until after nightfall, so he rode leisurely.
n re di, covered and set upon by the redcoats, Dick."
Dick had not formulated any definite plans.
Dick laughed.
It was, indeed, impracticable to do so.
"That is Mark's argument, in principle,'' he said. "The
He would have to wait and be governed by circumstances
erence is only in degree."
as they should arrive.
vo
i 'Oh, you're good at arguing!" said Bob, m disgust.
He had confidence that he could take care of himself
r here is no use talking to you !"
undrr most circumstances.
laughed Dick, good0 ('Well, not much, that's a fact,"
He had done it before, and felt that he could do it again.
1moredly. "I think I shall have to go alone this time,
Confidence is a good thing to have.

oc

'

fc

a 'All right, and good luck to you, old nian.

Don't let·

~ic* re<lcoats gobble you up!''

rie 'No danger of that, I guess.''
he other youths did not know so well about iL.
'7 hey all thought the world and all of Dick.

Dick had it in plenty; but he was not egotistic.

It wa$ about eight o'clock when Dick reached Paului
Hook.
He rode down to the ferry landing as boldly as could be.
"\ flat-bottomed ferryboat was there.
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"Well, not exactly," replied one. "They claim to lr
loyal to the kin'g."
to start for the New York side.
"They claim to be; but I don't think they are." 'rhe
Dick rode onto the flatboat as bola: as brass, and leaping
down, took hold of the bits, to hold the horse, and keep it to Dick:
''What were you doing over in Jersey?"
from shying.
Dick looked at the fellow straight in the eyes, and th~
He was not two yards from a dozen redcoats, who were
'11 hcre were a lot of redcoats on the boat, and it was about

asked:
standing in a bunch.
"You mean, what was my errand?"
few
a
for
One of the redcoats looked at Dick searchingly
"Yes; what was your errand?"
moments-th e moon being up and giving considerable
"'11 hat is none of yonr business!'' said the yout
light-and then, not being s.atisfied seemingly, with loo~
ing at the youth from that distance, he walked right np to promptly.
An exclamation of anger and surprise escaped the rec
Dick and peered suspiciously into his face.
coat.
''What's that!" he claimed. "Do you dare talk in th
~ashion to me? Why, 1'11 slap the face o:ff you, you youn
CHAPTER' II.
DICK DISCIPLINES .A. REDCOAT.

rascal!"
"You will?" remarked Dick, evid~ntly not in the lea!
frightened.
:'.Yes, 1 will!" and the redcoat made a threatening m

ti on.
Dick stood the scrutiny unfiinchin%1y.
"Oh, what's the nrntter with you, Larkins?" asked one 1
At the same time he, without seeming to do so, kept his
his companions. "Let the boy alone. What do you wa1
face shaded by his hat brim as much as possible.
to pick a fuss with him for?"
"Who are you?" the redcoat asked presently.
"Because, I believe he has been over to the rebel army,
"My name is Barton," replied Dick quietly; "Tom .BarHackensack, with a message of sonie kind !-that's w1
ton."
and I am going to find out whether or not this is the case
"Humph!" the fellow grunted. "Where do you live?"
"Oh, ~1 01r"re crazy ! If the· boy had been doing anythi
"I live on Manhattan Island."
of that kind he wouldn't have ridden aboard this boat wi
"You do, eh ?ri
all us fellows here. Let 11p on the boy."
•
"Yes."
But Larkins \rnsn't one of the let-up kind.
\
"What have you got there, Larkins?" asked one of his
He was obstinate and bull-headed.
companions; "a rebel?"
When he started to do a thing, he always wished to do
"I shouldn't be surprise~.'' Then' to Dick:
He had gotten it into his head that Dick was mix cl 1
"Where have you been?"
in some way with the "rebels,'' and he wasn't going to l
"Over. in Jersey a ways."
up on the youth until he had forced him to tell where
"What were you doing over there?"
had been and what he )lad been doing.
"I went on an errand."
He turned on Dick again, almost fiercely.
"On an errand, eh?"
"Are you going to tell me where you have been, and
"Yes."
you went there?" he asked.
"Who for-yoursel f?"
"I am not!"
"No; for my employer."
Dick's voice was quiet and firm.
"Oh; who do you work for?"
"You had better!''
"Mr. Murray's folks.''
'J1he redcoat almost hissed the words.
Dick answered on the impulse of the moment.
"I don't think so."
He knew that there were people of that name livipg on the
Dick was as cool and calm as cou1c1 be.
north end of the isl&nd.
He did not seem to be the least alarmed.
''Oh, for the Muriays, eh?"
AU noticed this fact, but they attributed it to ignora
"Yes."
'I'hey thought that he did not know enough to be frig
'l'he redcoat turned to his companions.
u on the island rebels?" he asked. ened.

I
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The truth was the fellow, Larkins, was a bully, and was
ver so happy as when in a quarrel of some kind.
e And if he eo11hl get the other fellow worked up to the
hting pitch, so much the better.
And when he could not .find a man to pick a quarrel
ejth he would do the next best thing-take a boy.
Of course, this stamped him a coward.
But as he was physically a strong felloll', and knew someing of the art of self-defense, he had been able so far to
t the better of hi:; opponcnls almost without exception_
J flis brute strength did it for him.
qHis companions wC'rc really afraid of him.
They saw he 1ras determined to pick a quarrel with the
uth, so they slm.rgged their shoulders, as much a.s to say
ey washed their hands of the affair, and said no· more.
The youth would have to look out for himself.
L They little knew that he 1rns amply able to do so.
They supposed he would be as a plaything in the hands
the burly Larkins. ·
Which was where they missed it.
But, of course, they could not know.
"I will ask you onec more," said the redcoat threatening, "where have you been, and what did you go there for?"
·· _\nd I tell you once more,'' said Dick very calmly and
ietly,
"ihat it is none of your business."
1
A murmur of surprise went up from the redcoat's com-

PLUCK.

'rhis had as much to do, almost, with making the fellow
angry as Dick's ai~· and tone.
He was now almost unable to control himself.
He felt like striking Dick down, but restrained himself,
i'or the reason that he thought it would be considered not
just the thing by his companions.
"I"ll just slap his face a bit," he thought, and aloud he
said:
"I ask no pay for the lesson, young fellow. It will be
given entirely free. Are you ready for it?"
"I suppose so," Dick replied; "but of what does the
lesson consist? In what line is it?"
"It is a correction for :;aucin~ss," was the reply, "and
consists of a slap alongside the ear-like thaf !"
As he spoke be aimed a slap wi:th his open hand at Dick's
face, but the youth was on his guard, and reaching up with
wonderful quickness, he seized the redcoat's wrist, and gare
it a terrible wrenching twist that brought a howl of pain
from the fellow's lips.
He tlropped to his knees; at the same time crying ont:
"Oh-h-h ! You have broken my arm! Oh-h-h-h !
Curses on you, you young fiend; but I'll have your life for
that!"
Cries of surprise and wonder escaped the lipR of the
spectators.

They had not expected tp see anything of the kind.
They hacl expected nothing else than that their comThey were amazed at the temerity of the youth.
panion would be able to do as he pleasea with the youth.
A cry of anger went up from the redcoat.
And now, to see the ease with which said youth had
''See here," he almost hissed; ''you don't know what you seized the man by the arm, given it a terrible twist, almost
ire doing, boy! I have knocked the heads off of men for breaking it, and bringing the owner, a stout, heavy man to
ss than that!''
his knees, was astonishing.
''Rave you?'' asked Dick, ilmocently.
They clid not know what to think of it.
ti
.
Some of the redcoats laughed outright.
To tell the truth, however, the majority of them were
1
l The refreshing innocence o.f the youth, his utter uncon- glad of it.
1ciousness of his danger, was to them so absurd as to be
The redcoat was a bully, and as such was feared by the
hughable.
majority.
But the redcoat who was doing the talking did not laugh.
Those who did not fear him, held him somewhat in awe,
He simply gave utterance to a sort of gasp of amazement. and were afraid that they might have to engage in a fight
He stared at Dick in silence for perhaps ten secon(l~, and wih him at almost any time.
1en said:
So it pleased, rather than displeased them, to see him
"'Haye you?'"

taken down in this fashion by the youth.

I He said it in a tone of mockery, and then he immediatelv .A feeling of admiration for the youth sprang }lp in their
?,iswered the question.
. ,
. breasts.

"Yes, I have! And now I am goi11g to give you a little

Thry felt that he was in danger now.

sson. It shall not cost you a cent, but it will be worth
Their companion was a wicked fellow, ancl would without
doubt resort to weapons to enable him to even up the score
nsiclerable to you just the same!"
"Oh, if it's valuable, I shall be willing to pay for it," 1ri th the youth who had brought him howling to his knees.
id Dick, with charming simplicity, and again the red- 1 Dick. as ~oC!n as the redcoat fell to his knees and cried out
1
at's companions snickered.
in pain, let go of. the fellow\; wri:;t, and stood there quietly.

~
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The soldier:; noted thi,;, and their respect for him e ~
seemingly the least interested and excited person on the
ie
creased with great rapidity.
boat.
Re was altogether the most wonderful young fellow H ''
"The gentleman failed to make a success d1 his lesson
had run across in a good while.
ev
after all !" he remarked with the utmost coolness.
stirred.
man
fallen
the
feet.
then
his
Just
to
By this time the redcoat had scrambled
"
'rhen he struggled to a sitting posture, and looked arou '
He was wild with anger.
him. ·
It was his right arm that had been wrenched.
his
with
Dick
He seemed not to know where he was at first.
at
blow
fierce
a
struck
and
back
He drew
Then, of a sudden, as his eyes fell on Dick it all seellles
left hand.
come back to him.
to
"Take that!" he Itlmost screamed.
He g~vc utterance to a hoarse cry of rage, and strugg1t,
But Dick did not intend to accept any such favors.
to bis feet.
He threw up his left arm, warding the blow off.
]
"I'll kill you, curse you!" he cried, and he dropped l1 8
He held his arm rigid, .and the redcoat was whirled hall
hand upon the butt of his pistol.
around.
bits
"Don't do it!" said Dick, in a stern, threatening tone
the
of
go
let
'l'hen with his left fist-Dick had not
with his right hand-the youth struck out straight from voice. "Take my advice, and let well enough alone!"
But the man was in no condition to take advice from ru
the shoulder.
e
one.
His fist took the redcoat just below the ear.
Least of all would be have accepted it from the you
Although delivered with the left fist, the blow was a
who had downed him so easily in the presence of the coi
terrible one.
r
Some right-handed people can strike harder with the panions over whom he had bullied.
He would have to do something desperate now to rega
ldf b'~nd than with the right.

his lost laurels.
It was so with Dick.
He was in the tnood for it certainly.
The blow felled the man to the deck as though he had
He fairly panted for it, revenge on the youth.
been struck with a club.
So with a snarl, he jerked the pistol out vf his belt.
He was not knocked senseless.
There was not the least doubt but that he intended shol
He was dazed, temporarily, however.
in~ the youth down.
For a few moments he lay there, silent and motionless.
BuL before he could get the weapon levelled, Dick, letti/
Doubtless he did not know what had happened.
A gasp. of wondering amazement went up from the spec- go his hold of the bits at last, leaped forward, and seizi1v
lhe man in a grip wonderful for its strength, lifted the ft
tators.
1
It was the most amazing thing they had seen in many a low bodily, and threw him headlong over the side of t1
boat into the Hudson River.

·day.
The youth had knocked the bully down at a single blow.
And a blow delivered with the left hand!
It was wonderful, indeed.
It was astounding.
And the youth had not bad to let go of the bits as yet.
He was still holding his horse and looking at the fallen

CHAPTER III.

• l

THE WOMAN IN BLACK.

man in the calmest manner imaginable.
A cry of wonder and amazement went up from the sp
He did not seem in the least excited.
And the sympathies of the members of the crowd of red- tators.
I The exhibition of strength by the youth had been a su1
coats were with Dick.
prise to them.
This was quickly proven.
They would never have thought that a youth like Die
Noting that their companion seemed unconscious for the
could be possessed of such strength.
time being at least, one said:
":Man oyerboard !" cried out Dick.
and
to
comes
he
when
him
for
out
"You will need to look
1

I

He did not want the fellow to drown.
gets up, young fellow . He will use pistol or knife on you!"
All he cared for was that he should get a good duckin
"Thank you!" said Dick. "I will look out for him."
This would cool him off considerably, and perhap~ he mig
He did not seem the least bit frighteneu.
>
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willing to behave himse' after he was taken back onto reached the struggling man in time to keep him from
be boat.
going down.
He redoubled his efforts.
\ "He'll drown!" cried ne of the redcoats. "I don't be-

ieve Larkins can swim. ·
He seemed, even though dressed, to fairly cleave the
water.
"That's right," fron1 another; "he can't swim!"
Closer and closer he drew, but while he was yet ten feet
"He'll be drowned. sure !"
distant from the man, the fellow threw up his hands, gave a
. "He won't be able to keep up very long!"
But none of them n;iade a move toward going to the gurgling cry and disappeared from sight beneath the water.
Dick dived instantly, and swam diagonally onward and
~scue of the im11·erilled man.
downward.
Dick ran to tue extrem,e end of the boat and looked back
He knew he would come in contact with the drowning
It the man.
man
very quickly.
He was floundering in the water, but it was evident from
~is actions that he would go under in a few moments.

And he did . .
He reached the man, seized him in a strong .clutch, and
Dick dropped upon the deck and pulled off his boots.
struck out upward, toward the surface.
Rising, he leape.d headlong into the river.
He soon reached it.
Cries of amazement and admiration went up from the
His companion was already unconscious.
adcoats.
"Help !" cried Dick, as soon as he reached the surface
"What a remarkable youth!"
''He threw Larkins in the river, and now he is going to with his burden. "Come back with the boat at on~e !"

ry to get him out!"

The boat had already stopped, and Dick heard .excited exclamations from the men clustered at the stern, l~pking
"That is a queer way to do!"
buck
to where he was.
They could not understand the -feelings which animated
"By Jove ! he has Larfins !" Dick heard one exclaim.
)ick.
'
"Yes," from another. "He brought
Larkins back up,
He cot1ld kill men in battle.
That was just and 'right-that was war, and was made sure as shooting!"
tecessary by the exigencies of the occasion.
"That was a brave act!"
"He's a ;;;trange sort of fellow."
But to be the death of a fellow man simply as the result
"Come
back with the boat!" cried Dick. "Hurry! This
1f a quarrel and an encounter at fisticuffs-Dick did not
1rish this to occur.
man is ,heavy !"
His idea in throwing the fellow into the river was tliat
There were excited exclamations, the sound of orders,
he contact with the cool water would cool the fellow off, :md t"!:ien the boat was seen to be coming slowly back tomd make him less eager to fight or pick a quarrel, at least ward Dick.
emporarily.
He could not swim to meet the boat.

He naturally supposed, when he threw the fellow in, that
The burden which lfe was forced to hold up would not
1e could swim, but the redcoats said he could not.
permit of his doing it.
It taxed his strength to the utmost to keep himself and
This being the case he would, unless saved by someone, be
lrowned.
the insensible man on the surface, without trying to swim
This must not be allowed, and as no one else seemed to to meet the boat.
e willi11g to take the risk of going overboard after the redIt did not take long for the boat to reach Dick, however,
slowly as it advanced, for the distance was not great.
oat, he decided to do it himself.

1

So he had acted as w_e have seen.
A score of hands reached down and seized both Dick and
'The struggling redcoat was now forty or fifty feet behind his burden as the boat reached them, and both were pulled
he boat, and Dick struck out· toward him with strong out of the water and onto the deck.

trokes.
Dick removed his outer clothing, wrung the water out of
Dick was a splendid swimmer.
it, and put it back on again, while the redcoat's companions
Having lived all his life close to the Hudson River, he turned their attentions to resuscitating him.
This proved to be not such a very difficult task, as he
ad been in swimming in said river hundreds of times-he
had been unconscious but a short time.
nd Bob Estabrook.
The youth saw that it was going to be a close race, if he 1 He was soon able to get on his feet again.
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So Dick accepted the invitation, and :>aid he would ebe
But he showed no disposition toward wishing to renew
"
with them.
the fight between Dick and himself.
He remained with the two who had talked t°' him.
He had had a sufficiency.
Dick was shrewd.
0
He had come within an ace oi losing his life, and the
The fact that they had taken the trouble to come and ta: '
realization o.f this fact seemed to have a quieting effect on
to him and compliment him on his bravery proved that thE ·
him.
1Ti1
Then, too, some of his companions had told him that Dick were good-hearted, generous-minded fellows.
had saved his life.

Those were the kind of men he wished to be with.

Of course he had no desire to keep in the company <
He could hardly renew a fight with one who had just
the fellow whose life he had placed in jeopardy, and thel
risked his liie for him.
The boat had resumed its journey across the river, and saved.
lt wa& not far from the landing to the building in whic
would soon reach the other shore.
s.
Dick had returned to his station by his horse, and was the two whom Dick was with had their quarters.
waiting quietly and patiently.
"What will I do with my horse?" asked Dick.
"An orderly will take the horse, put him in the barn, an'1
Several of the redcoats came and began talking to Dick.

.

They thanked him for saving the life of their comrade give him a feed," was the reply.
Dick relinquished the horse into the hands of an order]
and praised him for his prompt action.
"But for you, Larkins would have drowned, sure!" said when the house was reached, and then entered the buildin"
c
in company with the two.
one.
"But for me, he wouldn't have been in the river,'' said
"Come up to our room," said ·one. "I have several suit
Dick, with a smile.

and you can put one of those on."
"All right, and thank you," said Dick.
"Well, when you.come back i.o that Larkins was to blame
They went up two tlights.of ~tairs and along a hall.
for the whole affair," was the reply. "He picked the quarrel
At the encl of the hall they paused and entered a room.
with you, ancl brought his trouble upon himsel.f. You were
It was a fairly good-sized room, and comioi·tably
in no way to bl:i.me, and dicl just right in pitching him into
the river-though I don't see how you did it! Jove! btit nished.
you must be extraordinary strong for' a young fellow!"
One of the redcoats, whose name as Dick learned, w•
"Oh, I'm fairly strong," smiled Dick
Frederick Winston, brought forth an entire outfit of cloH
ing, including both under and outer clothing.
"I should say you were."
The other shore was now reached, and the soldiers began
"We are about of a size," he said. "I think they w~
leaving the boat.
fit you. 'l'he adjoining room is vacant; you can go in thet
l
"Come up to our quarters,'' invited one of the two who if you like and change."
"You
had been talking to him and complimenting him.
Dick acted on the suggestion,. and half an hour late:i: n
will catch cold in that damp suit. Come up with us, and turned to the room.
stay till your clothes dry, at any rate."
He wae dressed in the regulation uniform of the Briti l
"Have you an extra suit that I can put on?" asked Dick. soldier, and the clothes fitted him .first rate.
"Yes, a dozen. Corne along with us."
"I spread my clothes in the other room and left the:i:
Dick thought this would be a good plan.
to dry," he said; "that will be all rig~t, I presume."
He could not have had things more to his liking if he had
"Oh, yes," was the reply. "'rhe room is not occupied,
himself.
them
of
arranging
had the
will not be needed, and your clothe will not be _in anyone'
He wished to enter the quarters of the British.
way."
matter.
difficult
a
be
To rlo tJ:is, ordinarily, would
"Say," said the other redcoat, whose name wa Ha
:i\Iortl.mer, "you would make a fine-looking soldier, Brtrto
This would simplify matters greatly.
He could go to the headquarters with thest. British
i>oldiers, and onc:e there he could donbt1esR think of ' some
scheme that would allow of his remaining for longer than
just an hour or lwo.
Tlw hardest part of the entire affair would be to get into
the quarter,;, and now it was to be made easy and simple.

Better join us !"
"I have thought of it at cli:fl'erent times," he aid, "but
never came handy for me to do o. I believe I h01ild li
it better than working out."
aT know you woulr1," enthusiastically. "You don't ha
to do much 0£ anything, only eat, drink and be merry.
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She was tall mid well-formed, was drcf(::;ed in black, ::tnd
tn 't h:we to do anything only take it easy and wait for the
had a thick black veil over her face and black gloves on.her
~bels to starve to <lcath."
hands.
"That isn't hard work," said Dick.
"No, not very," laughed Mortimer. "Better make up
"The mysterious woman in black!" gasped Morti-moc.
ur mind to join us."
"I'll think of the matter," said Dick.
.. Anybody to object to your joining the army?" asked
7
\ inston; "parente, sweetheart?"
CHAPTER IV.
"No," replied Dick; "I could join if I chose."
~ "Th~n you'd better choose to join, Barton.
We'd be
THE DEATH OF CAPTAIN FRINK.
lad to have you with us. We need you-eh, Mortimer?"
"That's right; he'd be of service to the entire regiment.
'"The mysterious woman in black!"' repeated Dick, in
think Larkins would behave himself if Barton was with wondering amazement.
Is."
"So he would. I believe that Barton could keep him
·ithin bounds, all right."
•· 1 am :;ure of it."
"But I wouldn't care to join the British army just to act
,; a restraining influence against one of the men in 1the
egiment," smiled Dick.
The other two laughed.
"No, I suppose not," from Mortimer; "nor would we
sk you to do so. 'I'hat came as an afterthought."
"I see."
Winston produced some cigars, and he offered Dick one.
"I do not smoke," said Dick; ''thanks just the same."
"'Ve tlo, Em, Mortimer?" with a laugh.
''Yes, indeed!" ·
~
''You don't mind our mo king?" remarked Winston.
.. Certainly n9t !".replied Dick.
The twb lighted the cigars, and began smoking with eviertt relish.
They entered into conversation with Dick, and feeling
hat he was almost a comrade, they talked unreservedly.
They knrw consi.derable of what was going on, and Dick
as· sure that if he could spend a few days here he could
ick up a lot of valuable information.
"I think I shall have to try to stay,'' he thought; "even
I have to go to the extent of pretending to join the British
rmy."
He aRked questions in a simple, careless way that were
alculated to bring out such information as he wished to
.
btain, and he did obtain quite a good deal of information.
They were sitting there, talking and laughing, when sudenly the door o.f the room opened.
The door opened inward, and as the three saw it openg, and looked up, they were almost paralyzed by the sight
mt met their gaze :
A woman stood in the doorway !
And such a strange, weird-looking woman.
~

There was an admixture of awe 'in his tone as well.
"Ahl he is not here!" said the woman in black, in a
low, sad voice. "I will find him yet!"
Then the door was :r,iulled shut q11ickly, but without noise,
and the mysterio~s \voman was gone.
The three sat, paralyzed as it were, for a few moments,
and tL.en Dick leaped to his feet and opened the door.
He looked out into the hall.
No one was there.
Their mysterious visitor had disappeared.
His companions had aroused themselves al>to, and had
followed suit.
"She's gone!" said Mortimer.
"As usual!" said Winston.
Dick looked at the two inquiringly as he closed the door
and they returned to their scats .
"Who and what is she?" he asked.
The two shook their hea.ds.
"You tell!" said Winston; "we never will !1
" .N ever!" said Mortimer.
"You don't know, then."
Both shook their heads.
Dick was greatly interested.
He had always had a liking for mystery of any kind.
And here was one with a vengeance.
He realized that this was not the :first appearance of the
mysterious woman in black.
Mortimer's exclamation when the wom1>n had appeared
so suddenly and unexpected proved that.
She had been seen before.
But by whom, and when, and where?
He decided to find out.
"You have seen the woman in black before?" he asked.
The two young redcoats shook their heads.
"No," replied Mortimer. "We've never seen her before.
Thi~ is the nrst time."
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Dick was silent for a few moments, during which time

"Others have seen her, then." asserted Dick.

seemed to be turning something over in his mind.

Both nodded.

ently.

'Who?"
Both made gestures.

"Yes-a man," said Mortimer, coolly.

"Who? Oh, a dozen," replied Mortimer.

"I'm glad it didn't turn out to be Mortimer or mys(

{

l

that she was looking for! '' said Winston.

Oick looked interested.
\

(

"She seems to be looking for somr one," he sai<l. pn

"Yes, others have seen her;· replied Winston.

"So am I!" said Mortimer, heartily.

"Where have they seen her?"

"Jove! what ifs

had walked in here, laid her hand on Winston's should

"In this house !"
Dick 1ras surprised.

and said, in that f<epulchral rnice of hers, 'I want yot

"Al way~ in here?''

rm afraid we shoulJ have left you to fight your own w

"Alway,;."

out, old man!"
Winston grunted.

"She has never been seen anywhere else?"

"'I'here wouldn't hnYc bren murh fighting,'' lie sai
•'I P.honld hnre gone like a little man! Catch I

"No."
''On the street?''

dryly.

"No."

putting up a fight against a mysterious woman in blacl

I guess not!"

"Always in this house!"

"The

"Yes; alway,; here."
·''J'hat is

~trangc

~ccn,

How 1ong since she

I mum?"

"Oh, it h;;s been four or five months, J should rny---eh,
Winston ?"

right along wi

·· Ancl then -·he has bcrn seen two or thrc

times each

month, on an aremgc."
"That i~ aboul it, Il<ll'ton.''
"H'm!" murmured Dick.
Hr stared <ll the floor reflectiYely.
He was greally interested.

as~

Dick.
"To-ll'lrnl ?"asked ::\IortinR>r.
"'l'o capture her.''

"'\'ell, hardly!" was the dry reply.
couldn't :find a man in

"I think thal long, ::\Iortimer."

.Jl w:1s a

CTO

"ILrn no onr cYcr made an attempt to capture her?"

·'Strange; but true, nevertheless, Barton."
11·:1s first

plan would haYc hccn to

her, I juclgr," agreed ::\fortimer.

!''said Diek.

.. Tlo1r long l1r.::: thi~ been going on?

~nfr1;t

lcred in thi,:
"Why noi

hu1t~t',

thi~

"My bo:v. y

regiment, or one who is qu

1rho would 1ouch that woman!''

~"

"Why not!"
'·Yrt'; why not?''

'·It's Rimple enough; the majority bel ieYc lhcre is son
(bing more than lrnman about that woman, Barton.
you notice how noiselessly

~hr

moved?

Diel you hear

strange affair.

a::; Rhe wcni away? And wherr dill 8he go lo
It was cnongh to interest :rnyone.
and mysteriously? Answer that?''
"l:fove any of Lhose who hare seen this mysterious woman
Dick shook his licag.
in black talked with her?' Dick asked, presently.
·' l eou lcl nol allSwer that,'' he said; "but I do not
"Some of them tried lo,'' said Moiiimer; "but it di cl no l ievc there is anything supernatural about this woman
good."
black."

,

"She wouldn"l answer them, then?''
''Not she!''

'·Yon think it n rral, simon-pure, liYc, fle3h anrl bl
woman, thrn, do yon?"

"Diel you lake notr of the fact that she spoke when she
was here a moni'enl ago?" the youth inquired.

"I do."
'·What makes you think so?"

'rhe redcoats nodded.

''Common sense!"

'' YPs," replied ?\fort i mer.

'·Oh, common sense, eh?''

"Diel yon take note of what it was she said?"

''Ye.. "

"It was the same old st.ory,'' said Winston.

"Then you don't take an

''Ah! he is not here!

stock in matters sup

I will find him yet!'" quoted natural?"

Mortimer.
"Then she always says that?"
"Not always, I think; but nearly always."

"I clo not."
"You are indeed a very matter-of-fact young man !" s
Mortimer.
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·•I don't think it pays to be otherwise," said Dick, de- of May and there has been no attempt to attack the rebels,
edly.
and I don't believe the general intends to move against them
The two shook their heads again.
at all. l think it is his scheme to let them starve and Ure
"That is all right," said Mortimer, "if you a;re built that out."

y.

As for myself, 1 don't hapven to be constructed on
"He will find that a scheme that will not work!" thought
1 wouldn't attempt to touch the woman in Dick. Aloud he said:
ck for a fortune !"
"That is a very easy way of making war against a.
"Xor would I !"from Wini;ton.
en~my."
.. \rcll,'' said Dick, quietly, "if I join the army, and re': lt suits us soldiers, you may be sure!" said Mortimer,
ain here. and. should get a chance to do so, I shall make with a :;mile.
effort (o find out who and what the woman in black is,

"Ye:;, indeed!" from Winston. "I would not feel sorry if

cl where she comes from, and all about it."
the rebels were to hold out till fall. l'm in no hurry to go
"Yes, and if you do. \\'l' ,.:hall have aerhane;c lo attend baek to ]~ngiand."
nr funeral soon a fknrard !" ;;aid i\Iortimer.
"'.\lortimer said the same.
Dick smiled.
The three were sitting there, talking, when 1.he sound of
"I will risk it,'' he ~aid.
excited talking was heard, also of hurried footsteps.
The l \\"O looked at the youth admiringly.
'I'he loudest talking seemed to come from the floor below.
"I brlieYe yon would!'' i::t,id Jlortimcr.
The hurried footsteps were those of persons hurrying
"\\'ell. you had betlcr decide to join us, an.vway," said along the hall:; on the floor Dick and his companions were
in~ton. "Thal 1rill be the first move lowar~ trying. lo on, :md also on the floor below.
thom tht' mystery of the ·woman m blad-:, if you thmk
"l ll'Onder what is up?" remarked J\Iortimer, turning his
n 1roulcl like to try to fathom it."
head and listening.

"

I

·•['JI think it oier," :>aid Dick.

"Hard telling," replied Winston.

Tlwn he rose and i;tretehed.

"Some of the boys have gotten into a difficulty, I judge,"
"lf you two do not object,'' he said. "I will go out in
remarked Mortimer.
e ha 11 and take a look around while you arc finishiug your
Dick rose and went to the door.
iokc .. ,
Opening the door, he listened.
"Co ttlong, Barton," said :IIortimer, "but it will clo you
Excited voices could be heard, and the hurrying footstep>!
~oo<l to look for that woman. You won't find her."
'(
as well.
.. Pcrlrnp:- not. I may be able to gPt an inkling of where
"I believe something out of the ordinary has happened/'
l' eomc~ from and 1rhere :;he goes, however.''
said Dick.
Dick left 1he room.
The other two rose and came to the door.
l [e walked along the hall, clear to the farther end, and
Th~y listened a few moments.
oked ~ut of the window.
"I believe you are right, Barton," said Mortimer. "Let's
It was dark and he could see nothing.
Presently he returned to the room, to find his two new- go down and see what the trouble is."
They made their way along the hall, and downstairs to the
nnd friends still industriously engaged in smoking.
next floor below.
"\\-ell, what did you find?" smiled :Mortimer.
''Xothing. eh?" from Winston. "J knew it would be so."

A crowd was gathered in the haLt_ in front of an open

"Well, I hardly expected to find anything," said Dick. "I doorway.
all k0ep my eyes open, however, if I remain here any
"What's the trouble?" asked Mortimer.
gth of time.''
"Captain Frink is dead!" replied a young soldier.
··There's no law against that," said Mortimer, coolly.
"No, no one will try to keep you from doing that."

Dick started as he heard the name.
Captain .Frink was an old enemy of his.

''l'here is one thing, though," said Dick, for the purpose
Dick had had trouble with him on two or three occapumping his companions; "there would be no certainty sions, when playing the part of a spy, and had twice
our staying here any length of time, would there? We wounded the captain.
y have to leave here, and march against the rebels at
"Is he dead?" exclaimed Dick. "What killed him?"
rri~town at almost any time, may we not?"

"They don't know," was the reply.

"He committed sm-

'I don't think so," said Mortimer. "Here it is the month cide, or was murdered, and they don't know which."
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Dick turned and looked at ~Iortimer and Winston, who waiting half an hour before he heard a stir in the adjoinin
returned his look with interest.
room.
The same thought had flashed into the mind of each:
''The woman in black!"

His friends were getting up, but it was an hour before
they got dressed.
"She found him at last!'' half whispered Mortimer in an
'J1 h(;n they came and knocked on his door.
awed tone
"Are you awake, Barton?'' called lVIortimer·s voice.
"Yes, and up and dressed two hours, at least,'' replied
Dick.
CHAPTER V.
DICK TAKES CHANCES.

Then he opened the door an!l joined the two in the hall.
"Good for you! You're an early riser, eh?"
"Yes."
"Well, come along; breakfast is ready.''

They made their way downstairs, to the first fl.oar, where
The three remained there for some time, and :finally got they eniered a large room, evidently the dining room.
into the room and saw the body.
There were a numbe~of table~ there, and the majorit.v
Dick had no morbid desire to see the dead man out of of them were surrounded by !edcoats, busily engaged in
curiosity.
eating their breakfast.
He simply wished to make sure that it was, indeed, his
They found a table where there were three chairs, and
old enemy and not another of the sanie name.
seated themselves.
\Yhen 4e saw the .face of the dead man he knew that his
Dick looked around the room at the faces of the men, and
old enemy would never trouble him again.
wondered if there were any among them that would know
It was Captain Frink, sure enough.
him.
'
He was afraid _there might be, but no one seemed to take
The three left the room, an<l returned to their room on
the :floor above.
notice of"him.
They talked of the mysterious affair for an hour at least.
He did not see anyone whose face was familiar, and he
It was a strange affair, sure~
felt better.
"Well, ·Barton,'' said Mortimer, :finally, with a yawn,
"The soldiers who were at Trenton are now at New
"have yon made up your mind to join the army?"
Brunswick," he thought. "These fellows have never seen
me."
" I don't know what to do," replied Dick.
The entire subject of conversation, seemingly', was the
"Sleep over it," suggested Winston.
"That's~ good idea," said Mortimer. "I'll tell you what strange death of Captain Frink.
you do; Barton, you go in and take poi'isession of the room
Dick listened and heard many theories advanced regardadjoiitin& You can stay two or three days, if you like, or ing how the officer came to his death.
longer, and see how you would like it. There is no hurry

Some thought he had committed suicide.

about joining,"

Others thought he bad been murdered.

Now this exactly suited Dick.
A few thought that he might have accidentally killed
He could not have fixed things more to his notion if he him:::elf.
bad had the arranging of it all.
Dick was interested, too, to hear othe.rs still who mek
"I believe I will do that," he said, after pretending to tioned. with awe "the woman in black."'
ponder the subject. "I shall have to stick pretty close to
Mortimer and Winston both leaned toward thls solution
you two fellows, however, as I would be at a loss where to of the mystery of Captain Frink's death.
go and what to do if left to my own resources."
They, however, were uperstitious, and thought thP
"Oh, we'll look after you, Barton,'' with a laugh. "We'll.
see to it that you don't get tangled up."
"AU right; that will suit me first rate."
Then, after some further conversation, Dick bade them
good-night, and went into the arljoining room.
He was tired and sleepy, and was soon in bed and a~leep.
He was up early next morning and had been dressed and

woman in black a supernatural being.
Dick, ho,1eve:i-, scouted this idea.
He believed the woman was a real, live woman. H e had
nothing of the superstitions i.n hi.s make-up, and did not
believe in ghosts and all that sort of thing.
It was a mystery, however, how the woman entered the
lmilcling, made her way here and there, and then di.sap-
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Dick· pretended not to understand, and did not look
peared without anyone knowing where she went, or how, or
around.
whence she came.
"Look around if you wish to see the commander-in-chief
"If I tay any length of time ancl she comes again I
shall ,ee what 1 e;an clo to unravel the mystery,"' he thought. of our army," whispered Mortimer. "He's standing on the
stoop."
· ?.
Bll t woula slie come ugam
"Oh," said Dick," and then he looked around.
Dick asked himself this que&tion, and then, as he thought
He was careful not to turn his face clear around, so that
the
remrmllt'recl
and
Frink,
Captain
man,
of the dead
1roman's words-" .Ah, he is nol here! I will iind hirn it would be toward the general.
General Howe glanced down at the three, and then called
yet !"-he doubted her coming again.
With Mortimer and Winston, he more than half believed out:
"Mortimer! Here, please!"
11ortimer paused and saluting, advanced toward the
steps.
He ran up them and stood in front of the commander-inDick was not very eager.
chief.
H e felt that he would be running considerable risk.

that she had found "him" at last.
After breakfast the three went out on the street.
1t was at Mortimer's suggestion.

Dick and Winston had saluted, also, but they stood still,
ll e m.ight meet some one who had seen him before and
with the intention of waiting for their companton.
knew him as a patriot spy.
Dick would have liked to have gone on. but did not dare
He would then have to fight for his life, for he would not
it.
suggest
tamely submit to capture.
"What regiment do you belong to?" asked Geneial Howe'
There was no getting out of ii, however.
of 1Iortimer.
So·Dick made the best of it, and went along.
To see him one would not have suspected that he was
anxious regarding everything.
He seemed utterly careless and care free.
He hpt a ~harp lookout in all direction:;, and eyed each
group of redeo:its they approached with keen scrutiny, but
this did not attract the attention of his companion:;.

:Mortimer told him.
"fm't that Captain Frink's regiment?" was the next
que~hon.

"Yes, your excellency," replied Mortimer.
'·I wish to ask you a few questions," said the general.
"Come to my rooms."

''Yes, your excellency,'' repli;d Mortimer, and then he
"Where is General Howe's headquarters?" asked Dick
toward Dick and \Vjnston.
glanced
carelessly, as they walked along.
•
General Howe no~d the glance.
"His headquarters are around here always," said Morti·'Tell your friend,; to come along also," he said. "They
mer; "come along, and we'll show you the place."
They walked. a couplr of hloclrn, ancl thrn Dick's com- arc members. of your regiment, are they not?'..'
panions pointed out the building in which General. Howe
had his headquarters.

"Yes, sir,'' and then Mortimer called out:
"Come along, Winston and Barton."
Dick hardly knew what to do.

They pas$ed right by it, and as they came even with it, an
He feared to enter the building.
English gennal carnr out upon the front stoop.
Ile could scarcely hope to be in the same room with the
Dick gave a slight start, and turned his head away, pre: ending to be intern;ted in something on the other side of the r general and escape detection.
Re held bark.
.
street.

•t,

"I think I'll walk up the street a ways,'' he said, in a 1011·
The officer in question was General Howe him8elf.
He had seen Dick several times.
voice. "I don't care to en\er the building. You go along.''
The grneral and Mortimer were already turning to entrr.
The youth had once penetrated into the very room where
'•Oh, come 1tlong !'' imi8ted Winston, and he caught Did;
the general and hi staff were holding a council of war.
ihe arm and hegfl n pulling him aiong.
by
other
three
or
two
on
and
then,
him
The general had seen
Dick saw that he could not get out of entermg without
occasions.
Dick fea1~d he would be recognized if.the general saw bis ' either having trouble with Winston or arousing his su;:;-

I

picions.
·
face.
"There's General H01vc !" 1rhispercd Mortimer in Dick's j Tlwn flH' thought came lo him that il had been .;ix
months or more i:iinee General Howe had seen him.
l'ilf. and nudging him in the side.
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He would have forgotten how the young spy looked, to

At last be stopped questioning Mortimer, and intimateL1
that he might go.
Then, too, Dick was dressed in the uniform of a British
At the same instant the door opened, and the orderly ansoldier.
nounced :

acertain extent, at least, in that time.

The general would suppose him to be a redcoat, like the
"Captain Parks!"
oi.her two.
A cold chill went over Dick.
Thus he would not look at him closely.
Captain Parks was another officer who knew him, and
Dick, too, looked somewhat different from what he had knew him well.
at thnt time.
H Lhe captain got a look at his face he was sure to recogHe made up his mind to risk it.
nize Dic:k.
There was a sort of dare-devil side to Dick's nature.
The youth realized this.
He enjoyed taking risks, i£ lie had a reasouable chance to
Dick kept his head, however.
escape.
He was as cool in appearance as either Mortimer or WinThen, he might discover something of value by entering.
ston.
So he decided lo do so.
And they, having "'absolutely nothing to fear, were cool
"All right; I'll go along, Winston," he said.
and unconcerned.
They ran up the steps, and entered the buildrng.
"T ~houlcl not have ventured in here," the youth thought.
General Howe and 1Iortimer were making their way
"I will be captured before I get out, if l am not careful."
along ~he hall in front of them.
·'Come in, captain," called General Howe, and the next
1 The two followed.
in~tant the captain stepped through the doorway.
Presently the general paused in front 0£ a door.
Oi cour8e bis eyes were on the commander-in-chief.
Opening it, he rntered, followed by Mortimer.
Jlc might have secu the three young men, but not dis'l'he latter looked back, saw his companions, and motioned
tinctly.
to them.
He saluted the general.
'I'hcy entered, and Dick was very careiul to ha\'e Winston
Dick seized upon the opportunity to walk quickly, but
enter .first, he keeping behind his companion as much as
soH!y around, so as to bring both Mortimer and \\rin~to
possible.
bet ween himself and the two officers.
General Howe was at that moment too busily engaged
with his thoughts and with the matter that ha<l caused him
Luckily both were slightly taller than Dick, so he wn,
to conduct the three thither to take particular notice of fairly well hidden behind their forms.
them, however, and Dick was not in any dauger of being
The three saluted and started to withdraw.
recognized.
·
Dick was 'in the lead, and he was careful to get his back
"Be Bcated," the general said, and the three sat down.
toward the general and the captain.
Herc ngain Dick ~ercised caution, and managed to get
He half expected to be called out to by name by Captain
partially behind Winston, and sat in such fa~hion that the Parks, but the captain's attention was upon the general, anil
side of his face would be toward the commander-in-chief. r he remained in blissful ignorance of the fact that he was
within a few feet of Dick Slater, the patriot boy spy.
'l'hcn Ueneral Howe began asking Mortimer questions
The next instant the three were out in the hallway, anJ
regarding the matter of the death of Captain Frink.
Dick had just drawn a long breath or relief, when the
The strange affair had evidently impressed him not a
sharp voice of Genera1 Howe was heard to call out :
little, and he wished to learn all he could regarding it.
'•Wait, 1\fortimer ! One moment, please!"
He inquired whether it was generally thought that the
Dick's heart leaped into his throat.
captain had been murdered, or whether he had committed
Had Captain Parks recognized him after all?
suicide.
It
1Yould seem so !
:J[ortimer talked unreservedly, and as a matter of course,
it being uppermost in his mind, lie mentioned the "woman
in black."
This ~as the first time that the general had heard of the
wor.1An m black, and he asked a great number of questiom
reg;tn1in~ her.

I

Dick quickly decided to make a break for liberty.
He would not be captured, if he could help it.
He irnd been in many tight places before to-day.
And had escaped.
And he would do his best to escape again.
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The City Hall Building was here, and they went straight

I to\1 arcl it.

CHAPTER VI.

The jailer met them at the front door.
Mortimer handed him the note from the commander-in-

THE PRISONER.

chief.
The jailer opened the note and read it.
But he did not have to make a break for liberty after all.
'l'hen he thrust the note in his pocket and beckoned to the
Captain Parks had not recognized him.
General Howe had suddenly bethought himself that he three.
:'Come along,'' he i::aid.
wished a message taken to the keeper of the prison wherein
the patriot prisoners were kept.
He wished Mortimer to take the message.
He wa~ at the doorway,,and handed the note to Mortimer.

"What is up?" exclaimed Mortimer, holding back; "you
are not going to place 11s in jail!"
The jailer laughed.

"No; the note says you are to bring a prisoner io head"Kindly deliver that to the turnkey, at the jail-you
know where it is; in the olcl Cit_v Ha 1l Building-and quarters. Didn't you know that?"
"No; we have no idea what was wanted," replied Mortioblige, Mr. Mortimer," he said.
mer.
Mortisaid
"Certainly ! Certainly, your excellency!"
mer.
"Well. you know now; so come along."
He was well pleased to think that he was to be of use to
The three .follo\1wl the jailer unhesitatingly.
his commander-in-chief.
Dick's interPst was nt feyer heat.
He considerc>d it an honor to be selected to do the gen·The mrn imprisoned in this building were all patriots.
eral a favor.
He wondl'l"'Cd if he would see any whom he would know.
Dick drew another long breath o.f relief, and Winston
How he wished that he might liberate the poor fellows.
slappc>d him on the shoulder, and Raid:
It would be impossible to do this, however.
"What's the matter, Barton? Docs it overawe you to be
. The jailer led the way along a long corridor, turned a
in the presence of the commander-in-chief of the British
corner, a ·cenc1ed a pair of stairs, and then made his way
army? You'll get over it in lime--TI·hen you become used
along another corridor, and "ame to a stop in front 0£ a
to it, as arc :Mortimer and I ! ''
door.
He chuckled as he said thi:;, and )fortimer laughed.
The young men had, of course, kept close at his heels.
"I'll wager that that is the first tlme you wc>re ever in
'I'he man now produced a huge key, placed it in the
the headquarters of the commander-in-chief!" laughed
lock, aud unlocked the door, after which he threw the door
Dick.
He felt good, now that he had escaped the danger which open and entered.
The youths followed, and as Dick's eyes .fell upon the :fiace
had threatened.
the man imprisoned in this room, an exclamation of
of
Both the redcoats laughed good-naturedly.
ai:;tonishment came V<'ry near escaping him.
"You came very near hitting the nail on the head that
The man was Cha rlP:< Lee !-the general who had been
time, Barton!'' said :Mortimer.
"That is the first time we have ever been in the presence left in charge of ~< ' YC'il thousand troops by Washington at
9f tlw commander-in-chief, excepting when we passed be- X orth Castle, in Uw early winter, and who had been
ordered time ~nu again by the American commander-infore him in reYiew," saicl WinRton.
chief to come over into New Jersey, with the troops, anP.
"I thought so!" i:;aicl Dick.
'Ihe youth was fast learning to like Mortimer and Win- join the army under Washington, but who had refused to
do so.
ston.
Dick had been the bearer of several of these despatches
They were jolly, good-natured, gentlemanly and accom- from Washington to Lee, and knew the mart well
Lee knew Dick well, also, and the youth \\Ondered if he
modating.
"\\'hat a pit_y that such whole-souled fellows have to be would arouse the suspicions of the jailer and Dick's two
They were a couple of fine young fellows.

e:onsidered as enPmic~ !" he thought.

' by showing that he lmew Dick.
"Under ordinary cir- companions

cumstances, we would be the best of friends."
They walked along the street, and were soon at Wall

I street.

Lee had good confrol of his face, however.
There was no doubt in Dick's mind 1hat Lee knew him,
but he showed no signs of surprise or excitement.
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I feared he I

·•I won<ler if Jw would betray me?" the youth asked himself.
"Surely not!" he decided. "It must be omething else
that he wi::;hed to talk to the jailer about."
So Dick dismissed his fears from his mind.
Presently the jailer called them back in.
Dick eyed him pretty closely.
He thought that if Lee had told the man anything about

.:::::-===--:::-_ __ __:====-==:...._-====-==============

"Good!" thought lhe youth; "l am safe!
would betray me by words or look."
Lee looked at the jailer inquiringly.

Dick was surr. he looked :;lightly frightened. too.
"What is wanted?" he asked, surlily.
"You are wanted," was the reply.
"Who wants me?" in a ;;tartled tone.
"'rhe commander-in-chief."
"General Howe?"

him the jailer could not help watching him with more or

"Of course. We haven't a new commander-in-chief that less interest.
But the jailer did not Reem to take any particular notice
I know of."
him.
of
"And-I am to go to headquarters?"
"Their conversation \\'as on ome other topic,'' the youth
"At once."
thought.
"With--"
"Take this man to headquarters at once," the jailer said,
Lee looked at Dick quickly.
and ~fortimer · and Winston each took hold of one of Lee's
There was a peculiar look in his eyes.
arms-his bands were bound together behind his backA look that Dick could not understand-then.
and led him out of the room and along the hall.
Months nfterward, when it was known that Lee bad
"See to it that he doesn't escape!" said the jailer to Dick,
prawn himself a traitor, Dick remembered the look, and
and the youth nodded and replied :
wa snre he understood it.
"We'll look out for him, Rir."
Lee had already begun intriguing and was trying to purThey were soon ont of the jail and were making their
chase his freedom by being a traitor to the patriot cause,
way in the direction of Genernl Howe's headquarter,,;.
and giving such information PS he possessed, together with
Dick was thinking rapidly as he 1rent along.
advice, to the British general, Howe.
Things were hL'coming rather too complicated.
And he was afraid Dick mi ht find this out, and betray
He might get into tr01ible at any moment.
him io Washington when hL ould return to the patriot
If he were to re-enrer the presence of General Howe and
army.
Captain Parks 1rns still there, he would be recognized withFor Lee understood tlrnt Dick had in some manner man- out a doubt.
What should he do?
aged to get into the midst of the British, and that he was
playing his old part of a spy.
How he wished something would come up to prevent him
He made up his mind that, for his own safety, he .would
have to betray Dick to the British, and this would remove
the danger to himself.
He decided to act at once.
"So I am to go to General Howe's headquarters with
these men, am I?" he remarked.
''You are," was the jailer's reply.

from having to go to hcadqll<n'ier~.

His wish was gratified.
Just as they were about to cross a street a regiment of
soldiers came along.
1J ortimer and Winston, with the prisoner, hastened their
steps and got across in front of the line of marching men,
but Dick purposely lagged back enough so that he was cut

"Very well," he said; "but before I go I wish to have a off from crossing.
Then he at once turned squarely to the right, and made
few words of conversntion with you, in private."
his way down the street, alongside the body of men, but
The jailer returned to the three young men.
going in the opposite direct.ion.
"Step out into the hall," he said.
"They won't wait for me, and I will return to my room
They obeyed.
the house where they are quartered,'' the youth decided.
in
Dick'$ mind was working rapidly.
He would ~ake the explanation to Mortimer and WinHe did not like Lee.
ston that he knew h2 would not be needed, and that he had
He was ~uspicious of the man.
not deemed it neces ary he should come on to headquarter:<
"I wonder what he can be up to?" thought the youth.
I
after becoming separated from them.
He felt uneasy.
Somehow he felt that he was to be the subject under dis- J "I wonder what General Howe wished to have Lee
brought before him for?" Dick asked himself. "I would
cussion beh1·een the two.
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like to hear their convcrsatit111. but of cour:;e that would
"Well, how has the world used you since you were here?"
have been <lll impossibility, even if 1 had gone to headquar- ]:ie asked.
ter~ with them."
"Very well, indeed/' replied Dic1c "And how has it
Dick walked slowly down the street, waiting for the regi- been with you?"
ment to pass.
A cloud crossed the old man's face, and Dick rememFinally it had passed and he ,rnlked across the street ben~d the great sorrow which had been upon the old man
and turned north.
when he was there, eight months before.
He had gone three or four blocks, ll'hen he suddenly
The old man had a daughter named Gertrude.
aused, with an exclamation 0 £ pleasure.
The daughter had received the attentions of Captain
He Rtood in front of a house with wi1ich he was familiar. Frink, who was a great flirt, and the captain had taught the
young woman to loYe him, and had then deserted her, as
It wa::. the home of a man named Sanderson.
he had deserted many young women before her.
}Ir . .Sanderson was a strong patriot.
The sh•Jck had crazed the poor girl, however, and when
· At the same time he had succeeded in making the British
Dick
and Bob were at the house, eight months before, her
hink be was loyal to the king.
He had once given shelter to Dick ancl his friend, Bob father had her confined in a room.
stabrook, when they were hard pressed by redcoats, and
It was a terrible, a heart-breaking affair, and Dick judged
ad also given them valuable information of the intentions from the look on the old man's face that the young woman
f the enemy.
was no better.
He did not ask any questions, however.
1Iight he not do so again?
But ~mldenly a thought came to him:
The thought came to Dick like a flash, and he decided to
The "woman in black!"
d out.
Could it be possible that the wom·an in black was GertHe ran up the steps and knocked on the door.
rude San<lerson?
It was some time before there was any response to his
_\nd then another, and eYen more startling thought, came
nocking, and then he heard footsteps in the hall.
to Dick:
Then the door was opened; only a few inches, however.
Could it be possible that Gertrude Sanderson was the
A face appeared at the opening.
woman in black, and that she had killed Captain Frink?
Dick recognized it.
Could it be that, insane though she was, the young
It was the face of :Mr. Sanderson, !~is friend.
\\·oman might have searched until she found Cal'tain
Mr. Sanderson recognized Dick, also.
Frink, and then killed him.
He opened the door quickly.
It was not impossible that this should be the case.
"Come in!" he said. "l remember you! You are Dick
But how had she entered the house in which the soldiers
later, the patriot spy!"
were quartered ?
That was a mystery, too; in fact, it was all very myoiterious, and Dick doubted whether it would ever be
cleared up.
CHAPTER VII.
"If she hunted Captain Frink down, and killed him, he
A REMARKABLE AFFAIR.

got only what he deserved," thought Dick, and then he dismissed the matter from his mind.

The old man seemed to divine, intuitively, that thought;;
"Yes, that is my name," replied Dick, as he entered the of his afflicted daughter were in Dick's mind, for he said:
use and shook hands with the old man. "l was not .cer"Yon know about my daughter, and would perhaps wish
in that you would remember me."
to know l10w she is now. She is still in-in-in the same
"I have a good memory for faces."
conditi0n, saYe that she is no longer Yiolcnt. She has the
The old man led the way along the hall, and conducted freedom of the house, and comes a11C1 goes a~ she pleases. I
ck into the library.
fear she will neYer recover the n~e of--"
This was evidently Mr. Sanderson's lounging room.
The old man paused and stared, open-mouthed.
'Sit down," he invited, and Dick did so.
He was looking past Dick and over his shoulder.
r. Sanderson sat down, also, and looked at Dick with
He looked as though he had seen a ghost, he turned so ·
suddenly pale.
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Dick turned hi~ head and looked.
There was the light of a great happiness in the old man'
Entering the room was a beautiful young woman, though eyes.
pale, as though just up from a sick bed.
Dick's brain was busy.
It was Gertrude Sanderson, and-there was no light of
He was sure he knew what the young woman's "horribl
intianity in her eyes uow !
dream" was.
'J.'hey \\'ere clear and bright, and the light of reason
She had a faint remembrance of hunting Captain Frinl
burned there, ns was easy to be see~.
down and killing him, and now she thought she had bee
It was this self-evident fact that had cnu cd the great a~lcep for but a short time, rind had had a horrible dream.
pallor to overspread the face of her J'ather.
She must be made ro think it was the creation of her dis
He realized the great, glad fact, and the realization had ordered brain, racked by the fever.
been almost too much for.him.
The young lady brushed her hand across her. J'ace, and
looked at her J'ather with a frightened, half horrified look.
"Oh, father!" she exclaimed, "I have had such a horrible
dream!"
Instantly Dick divined the truth.
The young woman had suddenly regained her reason, and
imagined she had been asleep and dreaming.
She must be allowed to think so, or t e result might be
bad.

If she were to repeat the "dream" to her father, he would
lake into account the strange, tragic death of Captain
Frink, suspect that his daughter had clone it, and t1 e
~uspicion 1ro11ld make him miserable. ,
lf the knowledge could be kept from him he would be
Yery happy.
Cm:tainly, if Gertrude had killed Captain Frink-as
Dick believed-then she was ,not re:<ponsible, and neither
she nor her father must ever kno1> she had done such a
t.hing.

She must not be allowed to know she had been out of her
mind.

He walked oYer anrl stood in front of the two.
Suddenly Gertrude shuddered. and placed her hands ove
her face.
"Oh, th:-it horrible, horrible dream!" she said.
Dick looked at Mr. 'ancler:;on significantly, and then
leaning 0Yc1-, whispered in hi;; ear:
"\Yhat1~Yer you do don't e-ver let her relate the suppo:::ed
dream! It might. throw her back into her former condition.
.Jiake her think oE ~omething else: make her forget iL antl
amid the subject always!''
.Jlr. Snnderson nodded, and then Dick took the girl'~
hands and gently pulled them away from in front of .their
owner's face.
"What ~·ou think a dream, :Jiiss Gertrude," he said,
gently and convincingly, ''is eYen not so mnch as that. It
was the creation of your dicordered, feyer-racked brain, and
you should dismiss it entirely from your mind. Don't
think oJ' it. It will only worry you, and make your recovery from the fever all the sl.ower."
"That is a fact, Gerlrucle,'' said her father; "it is just as
l\fr. Slater says."
"Perhaps it 11 ill be best," the girl said; "but it will be a
hard task; it," with a shudder, "keeps in.truding it:;elf into
my mind."
.
''It will .stop doing so presently,'' ~aicl Dick. "Perhap~
if you were to lie down and remain quiet you would be
better off."
"Oh, no; I wish to remain here with father!" and the
girl took one of her father's hands in hers, and held it
firmly.

Dick realized that Mr. Sander-son was all broken up, and
was afraid he might say or do something whiC;h would give
the young woman a shock and can~e her to return to her
former condition.
Dick placed his hand on :Jir. Sanderson's knee, aml said
in a whisper: "Sh! control yourself! LPare everything
to me!" and then he rose and turned toward the young
..woman.
"Is it you, Miss G0rtrude ?" he sa1d gently; "you should
not have risked the exertion of moving about until aJ'ter the
physician said you could do so with safety."
"Who are you? I don't 1.--now you! I don't know what
you mean!" said Gertrude, staring at Dick in surprise, yet
seeming favorably impressed by his frank and handsome
fa(!e. "What does he mean, father?"
"I have been here for a long time, Miss Gertrude," Dick
said gently. "I hare been attending to your father's work
while he has been taking care of you-or helping do so.
You have been very ill."
The young woman brushed her hand across her forehead.
"I-hav~been- ill?" she asked.
"Yes, with fever, l!Iiss Gertrude; fever which robbed you
of all knowledge of your surroundings during t'he time that
you were sick."
::\fr. Sand~rson had the cue now, and he rose to his feet
and stepping to his daughter's side, slipped hi::; arm arotmd
her waist, kissed her, and led her to a sofa at one :;ide of the
room, and seating her thereon, took a seat beside her.

1
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"Very well," said Dick; "but I hop~ you will excuse us went upstairs with as great an air of sang froid as though
for just a few moments? I wish to speak to your father."
he had been quartered there £or months.
"Certainly."
Dick and Mr. Sanderson went out into the hall.
"Of course, you have heard of the suicide of Captain
rink?" asked Dick.
Mr. Sanderson looked surprised, and his face hardened
s he heard the name of the man who had caused his
aughter-and himself, through her-so much trouble.
"Yes, I heard of the occurrence soon after it happened.
ut why do you speak of it?"
"For this reason: To warn you not to let your daughter
uw of it," said Dick earnestly. "The knowledge might
brow her back into her former state. Keep the knowledge
f his fate a secret from her always if you possibly can!"·
"I guess you are right about .that," agreed Mr. Sanderon. "I shall do as you say."
"Good !" sajtl Dick, "and. now can you give me any in-ormation of the intentions of the British?"
"I am sorry to say that I cannot, Dick," was the reply.
I have not been in very good standing with the British
or several months past. They haYe not bothered me, but I
now I have been watched more or lc·~s."

He knew that the uniform which he wore made this safe
for him.
The majority of the members of a regiment were
strangers to each other. They divided up into little cliques
and made no effort to know a great number.
Dick had been in his room an hour, when he heard footsteps coming along the ball.
"There come l\Iortimer and Winston now," thought Dick.
He came very near stepping out into the hall and addressing them as they approached, but refrained.
He was glad a few moments later that he had done so.
The two young men advanced along the hall to their ,
room and, opening the door, entered.
The partition behreen the two rooms was not very thick
and Dick could hear what they were saying with perfect
distinctness.
The verv first words he heard struck a chill to his heart.
"

'

"Say, old man, who \\'Oulu have thought that Barton was
a rebel spy! He i~ a bold one, isn't h~ !"
1
These were the words. in J\f ortimer's voice. .
"Ureat gun;; ! They've found it out !" thought Dick. "I . -'
"Well, then, I will be going. I musL learn something in wonder how they discovered it?" he asked himself.
me manner."
"You are right, Mortimer,'' was the reply to Mortimer's

'Will you see Gertrude before you go?"
remark, in Winston's voice . . "I was never so surprised in
"N(a); she thinks ,I am in your employ, so I must leave my life!"
ithout seeing her-you undertitand; ;;o as not to arouse
"Nor I. I can hardly believe it, even yet!"
r suspiciohs."
"They say h0 is in reality Dick Slater, a well-known
"I see; well, I would be pleased to have you remain with reb0J spy. I've heard of him, haven't you, J\Iortimer?"
for- a week, but I know that duty calls you, so will not
"0 h, yes, I've heard of him. They say he is the most
sist on your staying a moment longer than you wish to daring and dangerous spy in the whole rebel army, and I
ay."
am inclined to believe it, now that we have seen what he is
"Thank you; I must be going."
capable of doing.I'
Then, aft-er expressing the hope that Gerfr{1de woulJ re-

"That's right . . \Ye were nicely taken in by the young

in the full possession of her mental faculties permanently, fellow. Say, he was pumping us last night, old man, and
ick shook hands with Mr. Sanderson, and took his de- we didn't know it."
dure.
"I guess he was. I thought it was mere idle curiosity at
';WJiat a wom1edully strange affair!" lhought Dick. the time."
Yell, I hope that everything will work out right, and that

. "So did I; or I ascribed it to a very natural curiosity he

r. Sanderson and his daughter may) et see many y0ars of would have if he 'rns thinking of joining the British army."
"Say, that's the best joke of all! Talk of him joining
ppiness."
Dick was a noble-hearted youth, and the suffering of the BriLish army! But, say, old man, I'm hanged if l
rthy people, whether anything to him or not, alw·ays ap- didn't take a liking to the fellow. How was it with you?"
1led strongly to him.
"I did, too. If he wasn't a rebel he'd be all right."
And :Mr. Sanderson was his friend, and had been very
"So 'he would. Well, I guess I will go in the other room
d' to him and had rendered him aid, months before, when and take a look throngh the pockets of that suit of hi.::!.
was in the city on a spying expedition.
There might be something of importance found-something
Dick made his wav to the house in which the regiment l that General Howe would like to become po!'scssed of.''
'rtimer and Winston belonged to was quartered, and
"J..,etter~, despatch~s or something like that, ch? I don't

~o
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He is altogether too smart to

The trap door was open, or he would not have discovere
its existence so promptly.

"I think so myself; however, it will be an easy matter to
look."

An opening leading downward was revealed.
At the side, and disappearing from sight down the shaft

"Great guns! Mortimer is coming in here!" thought. was a small iron ladder.
In an in tant Dick understood how the "woman in black'
Dick, leaping to his feet and looking around the room.
"What shall I do?"
had appeared and disappeared so mysteriously.
She had known and had made use of this secret shaf
and ladder.
CHAPTER VIII.

Dick had no doubt that the ladder extended clear dow
into the basement.

I

He felt that the means of escape lay before him.
He would have to hurry, however.
The sound of the footsteps Ol }fortimcr and vYinston OU
in the hall warned him that delay of so much as a few

SOME VALUABLE INFORMATION.

The youth did not wish to be discovered.
seconds would prove fatal to hi~ chancet:i of escape.
Re wished it for two reasons.
He leaped through the opening, into the closet, and
One was that he did not wish to run any chances of being
pulled
the door shut.
captured.
Then he quickly, but carefully, made his way down the
The other was that he did not wish to have to inflict inladder,
till his head was below the trap door opening, ancl
· jury upon the lwo young redcoats who had been RO kind to
then he reached up and closed the door.
him.
As he ditl so the closet door came open.
He had learned in the brief time he had been with them
Uortimer and Winston had opened it to see if any of
to like them, and he \~uld feel badly if he should be forced
Dick's clothing was in there, and had Dick been a moment
to wound either of them.
~ater in. closing th{! trap door its e:xislence would have been
He could not tamely submit to capture.
discovered.
That was out of the <J.Uestion.
As it was, Mortimer's eyE:s were directed toward the wall
If they entered the room and -found him there, and deof the closet at the point where clothing would naturally be
mantled his surrender, he would haYe to fight.
hanging, and he did not see the trap door move.
So Dick decided that he would not let himself be found
Had he been looking downward he must certainly have
there if he could help it.
seen it.
H e looked around the room.
Dick made his way slowly down the ladder.
His eyes rested on the bed.
He was in utter darkness, and could not see, so had to Le
He might crawl under it.
careful.
But it would n9t be a desirable place of hiding.
. It would have been awkward to have ·suddenly come to
'rhey would be likely to see him there.
lhe encl of the ladder and taken a tumble.
No, he must find a better place.
Of course Dick dicl not much fe<tr anything of this kind.
Bu t i·t. was a goo d p1an a1wayR t o be caref u1 an d go s1ow.
Another uglance ancl his eyes fell upon the door leading
to a small closet at one side.
"Tl1at was a cIose sh ave .,,, l.1e th ought . "We11, I th"nk
I •
This would at least be better thall no hiding place at all. I I am ~11 right now."
The two yonng soldiers would be in the room in a few

I

Dick c011tinued on down the ladder, and when he had

moments.
gone a distance of, he judged, twenty-five to thirty feet, he
IE he escaped detection, even for a few minutes, he would heard voices.
have to act quickly.
The voices seemed to be close by, and the ~·outh realized
Dick tiptoed across the room, quickly and noiselessly.
that the shaft in which he was was separated ·from a room
He opened the door.
by a partition which made it possible to hear 1what wa~
What he ;;aw within the little closet nearly caused him to being said in the room.
utter an exclamation aloud.
The words DiCk heard spoken arrested his attention at
At one end of the little closet was a trap door about two; once.
:Leet square.

They were :
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"So that is General Howe's plan, is it ?-to go across New
J ersey and capture Philadelphia, the rebel capital?"
.. Ye ','' replied another voice; "that is the plan."
"Well, it is a bold one; still, with :mch a superior force
as we have, I should think we should be able to do this."
''I think so."
''A couple of British officers!" thought Dick, "and they
are unwittingly giYing me the very information I have been
wanting !"
"How° soon will the commander-in-chief move on Philadelphia?"
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to this very house, on invitation from a couple of the menyoung Mortimer and Winston- and stayed here all night !"
"That was rather a bold proceeding, wasn't it?"
"Yes, but quite in line with his way of dol.ng. He even
made :Mortimer and Winston think that he contemplated
joining the army!"
"He is a brainy fellow, as well as a bold one !"

''Oh, yes; there are few smarter fellows to be found anywhere."
"I should say so!"
"He even penetrated into the very presence of General
''Oh, I don't know; .the first of the month, I think."
Howe this morning, and then went from there to the jail
"Well, the capture of the rebel capital ought to put a in company with Mortimer and Winston and the three
finishing touch to the hopes of the rebels, don't you think?"
started back to headquarters with the pr i:mner, General Lee.
"I think so."
Doubtless the young fellow thought it would not be safe to
The two conver.ecl for several µiinutes, and told the venture back into the presence of the commander-in-chief
lans of General Howe in detail.
a second time; at any rate, he managed to become separated
Dick stood there, holding onto the rungs of the ladder,
from the others, and that wa the ~ . st that was seen of him.
nd taking in everything that was said, and making mental He is in the city somewhere, but where no one knows.
10tes of it.
Searching parties are out and everybody is on the lookout
It wao, a rare stroke of good fortune, he thought.
for him, but I would be willing to wager a good sum that
.<l.11 he would have to do DO\I' was to be careful and make
they do not capture the young fellow!"
1i:,: e::icape from the city, and get back to Morristown
"They will not, if I can help it, my friend!" thought
eights with the information.
Dick, with a grim smile. "Well, I have learned a great
l bl" cl
h 1 I
b
I h
d 1 · ti h t t·
Then the commander-in-chief would know what to do.
am muc 1 o ige
ave een ere.
ea m 1e s ot rme
,,
I
Then, presently· the conversation of the two changed to t
o you, am sure.1
k
D
'aptain Frink, and his mysterious death. As Dick had no
ick had learned that the soldiers were on the loo out
f
before
city
and
1\ouse
the
from
escape
to
trving
of
ntention
or him, and he felt that it would be unsafe to venture out
·
"
ught. h,owever, he remained where he was.
in the daytime.
Then presently the conversation turned upon himself.
"I must remain indoors till nightfall, and then try to slip
"Did you hear the latest news?" asked one.
out and away without being seen and recognized," he
"I don't ]mow. To what do you refer?" from the other.
thought!
"To the matter of the rebel 8PY being in the city-a
'rhe bro men on the other side of the wall now began
outh named Slater. I heard·about it as I came in, a few
talking on other topics of no interest to Dick, and he began
inutes ago."
making his way on down the ladder.
"I hadn't heard about it," from the other.
He was growing tired hanging there like a huge spider
"It is quite an interesting ston." the other "'ent on, "and
on a we):>.
shows what a daring chap the young man is. It is said
He went down quite a ways, and finally came to the
at he rode across the ferry from Paulus Hook yesterday
bottom.
ening on a boat that carried fifteen to twenty of our

I

He was, as he had expected he would be when he reaohecl
ldiers. Re got into a clifficulty \1•ith one of the soldiersrnt quarrelsome fellow Larkins, by the way, and after the bottom, in a basemen ·
He was in a small room, however, and when he tried the
nocking Lflrkins down, the young rebel spy finished by
irowing him into the river. On learning that Larkins door he found it locked.
"That is bad!" he thought. "I wonder how 'she' got
uld not Rwim, .'·oun~ Slater leaped into the river and went
his re~cue, and wcceecled in caving Larkins from r1rown- into and out of this room? ''
Then a thought struck him:
g ! What do you think of that?"
"Doubtless she has the key to the lock on the door," he
"He nnrnt be a rather gooc1-heartctl, <.:hivalrom sort of
murnrnred.
llow, T Rh011ld ~ay."
"He surely

iR

! 'Vell. he came

Ol'l

across, and came here

There was one small window in the room-a sort of

-.
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tran:;om thal turned on iron "pegs" fitted into the ends, his way through the window, and he did so as quickly as
po sibly.
and these pegs £it.ted into holes in the casement. .

"If I could get that trani:iOlll loose I could crawl through
there and escape, as soon a:; it bCj;omes dark," thought Dick,
and he seized hold of the transom and gave it a shake.

It rattl!:'d considerably.

He rose to his feet.
"Now, to get my horse !" he murmured. "He is in a
stable in this backyard somewhere.

rn

:find him and then

get away from here in a hurry!"

"It is quite loose,'' the youth thoughl. "l half believe

"You will, eh?" cried a triumphanL mice in Dick's_ear.

"Well, we'll see about that! I don't think you will get
I can break it away from its fastenings.''
'l'he window wa~~ on the :;ide 0£ the hou:;e toward the back- away in such a hurry as you think for, my bold young :fellow!"

yard.

And then Dick felt himself seized from both ~ides at

'l'his suit.'u Dic:k:.

''If it

wa~

the front I 1rould have hard work getting out once!

and away withonl being sern," he :;aid lo himscll; "but
this way 1 can make it, all right."
Dick disliked the pro:;pect of having to rcmam in llw
little basement room all U1e rccit of the da}•, lmL ~il 1rns

CHAPTER IX.

nccc:s:>ary i.f he was lo take personal safety into consideration, and he made up his mind to endure iL
ly

a~

philosophical-

.\

t.rVELY UH.A.l:iE.

a~ po~~ible.

nick was taken by :mrpri,.:e.

This he di<l.

Bui he was not di~pu,.ccl to yield to c·apturo without a
X 0011 ti me l:amc; then the hours of the afternoon rolled
struggle.
::lowly a 1...ay.
It "'oulcl be bad if he should be madt• a pri;:o1wr.
Dick was hungry, but he had lo cndurl' · the pangs of
He would be placed in the jail he had visited that morn
Jlnngcr as best he could; there was no chance of getting
anything to eat.
The

~un

mg.

went do1rn at last, and then the dusk came on.

It was almo:;t time for Dick to get to work.
He waited, however.
He wi:;hed it to get as datk as it 1rnuld be before be-

Escapr fl'om it would be the next thing to

If he \1' a8

irnpos~iblc.

captured the chances were a hundred to one tha

he wo1tlcl not get to take the information which he ha

ginning work.
He did not wish to be discoverl'd while at work.
'l'hat would

From 1rhat he had seen of the jail it was a slron•
building.

rp~ult

in his peing captured like a ~at in a

acquired to the commander-in-chief.
So he must not let himself be captured.
Thoughts similar to those <mtlined aboYc :fl.ashed throug1

trap .

. \ s soon as it was fully dark he began work.

Dick's mind like the lightning's fl.ash. as he felt the hand

He was Yery strong, and by jerking and pulling at the gripping his shoulders, and heard the triumphant voice
tramom he hoped lo be able to get it loose.

his ear.

H e found this was going to be a pretty difficult task.

The next instant he' began a fight for liberty.

He workc<l a\rny, however, and presently realized that he

The thought came to him that there were but two of th

\rn,,;

getting- the transom loosened up, and after nearly an fellows.

hour of hard labor, he succeeded in wrenching it entirely
out.

And he hacl outdone two men in fair and open comba
on more than 011e occasion.

•\ low exclamation of satisfaction escaped him.

He might be able to do it again .

"Good !" he murmured; "now I'll get out of here in a

It would not be necessary to overcome the two.
It would be only necessary to keep them from overcom

jiffy !"
There was a box in one corner of the little room.
Dick was well aware of its presence there, for he had
sat upon it nearly the whole cla:v.
He placed this box immediatelY, beneath the window and
stepped up on fop of it.

ing him.
· Then, by breaking away from them and running, h
might be able to make his escape.
He would try hard to accomplish thi s.
Dick gave a powerful, wrenching twist, and very nearl

This brought him up high enough so that he could work got loose from the two the first thing.
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They uttered oaths, and managed to get their 'holds. he fire~ both his pistols at Dick m quick succession, but
the bullets went wild.

again, however.

•·Ko you don't!" growled one; "we'\'e got you and_ you
might as well give up!"
Dick's answer was a blow fair in the fellow's face.
The blow was a severe one.
It was also unexpected.
The man gave utterance to a cry of pain and rage, and
unconsciously let go of Dick's shoulder. •
Quick as a flash Dick gave a quick. wrenching twist, and
the f:ame time tripped the other follow.

<lt

The redcoat went down.
He hung to Dick's arm, however, and pulled the youth
down with him.
Quick as a flash Dick dealt the fellow a severe blow in the
face.
As had been the case with the other fellow, the shock
and pain from the blow caused this fellow to let go his
hold on Dick's arm.
he turned, he was confronted hy the first man whom

he had floored.
"Y011 wonld, would you?" the fellow cried; "take th!i.t,
and :::ce how you like

it."

He struck out at Dick as he spoke.

,

The two redcoats leaped after Dick, however, and shouted
for him to "Stop l Stop!"
This was the one thing of all others which Dick did not
care to do, however.
He kept right on running, and as he reached the backyard fence he brought all his strength and agility into
play, and cleared the fence at a bound.
He had not slackened his speed a particle.
Then he darted up the alley like a >treak.
The redcoats were not such athletes.
They were unable to clear the fence at a bound, as the
fugitive had done.
They had to come almost to a stop and climb over said
fence.
This gave Dick quite a nice lead.

Dick leaped to his feet.
A~

"He's not as good a shot a~ the, other fellow," thought
Dick. "Well, they can't fire up~n me any more at present
and that's a comfort!"

His words -ira sufficient warning for the youth.
He leaped to one side and arnidrd the blow.
Then he dealt the fellow a blow on the jaw.
The bloll' floored the man a ,_ ccond time.
With an (•xclarnntron of satisfnction Dick leaped away.

He was al ready a lrnost to the street, and by the time
his pursuers had got under way, running ouc.·e more, he
reached the street and darted around the corner.
As he clicl so he collided with a man in British uniform
and knocked him headlong to the pavement.
The man set up a lusty shouting, interspersed ll'ith oaths,
anrl began scrambling up.
A fleeting glance at the man's face had told Dick that
the man 1ras Cnptain Parks, an officer who knew him, anr1
who had tried on more than one occa~ion to eaplurc him.
''Score one for me, Captain Parks!'' thonght Dick.

He made for the alley at the rear of the backyard .

He did not let this encounter delay him.

The second redcont whom Dick had struck had now

He was awny again up the street like the wind.

erumblc.d lo his feet, and he cried: "Halt! or I will fire!"
Dick did not halt.
X or cl id he vouchsafe an

an~wcr.

Ile kept on running.
Crack!

Seeing a number of redcoats coming down the street toward him, Dick left the sidewalk and ran diagonally acrosR
!he street toward the next street which crossed this one at
right angles.

The redcoat had fired.

The two pnrsuing redcoats emerged from the alley just
as Captain Parks had scrambled to his feet and was re-

He had fired to ki1l, too.

adjusting his hat, which had fallen off when he went down.

At least rn Dick hel ievecl, for the bn llet had grazed the

"Who was that fellow?" asked the worthy captain, in an
angry voice.

ide of lhe youth's head.

"Thai was Dick Slater, the rebel spy!" one of the red"Halt, I say!"
'rhis order was ignored by Dick, as the other had been, coats replied, and they rushed onward in pursuit.
''What!" almost shrieked the captain; "twenty pounds to
nd then, crack! went the second pistol of the redcoat.
Dick heard the sing of the bullet, but it had not hit him , the man who captures the young scoundrel!"
The offer of twenty pounds for the capture of' Dick
he did not care for the singing.
"That fellow is a pretty good shot!" thought Dick. "I'm Sl·cmecl to stimulate the two mightily, but they could not
gain on Dick.
ad he has no more pistols!"
The other redcoat had regained his feet by this time, and

He was very fleet of foot.
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=============---- ~-=----He would have to deceive the ferryman into tah.ing him
Then the two saw the soldiers coming down the street,
across.
and yelled to them.
If the redcoats got there before the boat left lhe shore
Don't
off.
him
"head
cried;
they
"Stop that fellow!"
Dick would not be able to get acrosa at all.
let him get away! He is Dick Slater, the rebel spy !"
He would have to try escaping by running through the
This woke the soldiers up instantly.
again.
streets
They left the sidewalk and ran slantingly across, in an
Dick realized this, and he ran as he had never run before.
effort to head Dick off before he could enter the side street.
Re soon reached the ferry.
But they could not do it.
The ferryman was at his post.
Dick was making great speed.
Dick came running down and leaped aboard the boat,
And he was nearer the entrance than they were.
startling the ferryman.
He reached the street twenty yards in advance of them.
"Quick!'' cried Dick. "General Ho1rc is sick ! I am
He darted down the street and had them directly behin d.
the bearer of a message to an officer at Paulus Hook! Sta
.
h lfil.
the boat immediately! I must be across the river at the
Dick was sure he could outrun the redcoats.
earliest possible moment!"
But just. then he heard the excited voices of the two with
Dick's manner was so hurried and eager, and yet so dewhom he had had his hand-to-hand encountet.
cided and his tone so authoritative that the ferryman leaped
"Fire on him!" they shrieked. "Don't let the spy
to obey without a word.
escape! If you can't catch him, kill him!"
He cast off, fncl soon the boat was moving away from
"~ow for trouble!" thought Dick. "There's a dozen or
the shore.
more of those fellows, and it'll be a volley when it comes."
The boat had scarcely left the shore, however, before the
It was likely to come at any moment.
redcoats came into view,. running with all their might.
Soldiers -as a rule are not slow to use their firearms.
"Stop!" they almost shrieked; "stop that boat! Don't
The use of said firearms is their trade, and they like to
take that fellow across the river! He is the rebel spy, Dick
keep in practice as much as possible.
Slater! Stop!"
These fellows had been cooped up in New York all
The ferryman and his assistant would have stopped tlw
winter.
boat, but Dick whipped out a pair of pistols. and coverell
They had had few, if any, opportunities to do any shoot- them.
ing.
"Go ahead!" he cried, in a firm, threatening voice.
take
to
decided
and
opportunity,
this
So they welcomed
"Don't you dare stop, for if yon do, I'll shoot you dead in
advantage of it.
your tracks ! I am Dick Slater, as he says, and I am de~
Realizing that the redcoats would fire very soon, Dick perate l Keep the boat moving if you value your lives!''
exerted himself to the utmost.
Evidently the men valued their lives, for they kept thl'
Re expected to hear the crack of the pistols and the boat moving, as Dick had ordered, and it drew gradually
whistle of the bullets at every leap he made, but he reached and steadily away from the shore, much to Dick's satisfacthe next street, and still there had come no shots.
tion.
With a feeling of relief, Dick turned sharply to the left,
Re was afraid, however, that the redcoats, furiou~ at hi>'
leaping around the corner of the building at the corner getting away from them, would fire another volley, <llld jn
of the street.
this he was correct.
At the same instant there came the sound of pistol sho~s:
When they reached the edge of the river Urn ferry boat
The redcoats had fired.
was fifty yards out in the river.
Just a trifle too late, however.
"Fire a volley!" cried one; "fire! kill the spy!"
"You'll kill your friends, if you do!" called Dick, but the
But just at the right tim~o suit Dick.
soldiers did not seem to care particularly if they
British
The youth knew the direction to the ferry, and he was
making his way in that direction, as nearly as he was able did do so.
"Serve them right for not stopping when we ordered
to do so.
"I think I shall be able to make it, all right," he thought. them to do so!" was the reply, and· the ferryman and his
"The trouble will 'be to get across the river--or, rather, to assistant gave utterance to groans of fear.
"When yoU' hear him say 'fire!' " Raid Diek t& the two
get started before the redcoats can get there."
men in a low tone, "drop flat upon the deck of. the boat at
This would be the difficult part, sure enough.
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full length. It will be only one chance in a hundred if they
hit you then!"
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The men obeyed.

"Now get to work again, and get this boat across the
Just then the word "Fir0 !' was heard from the shore, river in the quickest possible time!" was Dick's next order,
and Dick and the two ferrymen threw themselves at full and the men returned to their work.
length on the bottom of the boat.
Dick gathered up the four pistols which the men had
The bullet;: 1Yhistled above them, but neither of the three laid on the deck, and walked back to the stern of the boat.
\\"ere hit.
"Now, I think I can hold them in check!" Dick mur" They have no more shots," tmid Dick, leaping to his mured grimly. "I'll do so, even if I have to shoot to kill!
feet. "They .fired at me once before. Now, up and get to They would kill me if they could, and found they could
work~" ~
not capture me."
The two clambered, slowly and unwillingly, to their feet
It was night time, of course, but the moon was up, and as
nd went to work again.
it was a clear night, it was possible to see half way across the

"I think I am safe now!" thought Dick, but as he river with reasonable distinctness.
glanced back, he saw that he was not yet safe.
Dick could see the boat and the redcoats in it quite disThere was a rowboat at the wharf, and several 0£ the red- tinctly, as they were not to exceed seventy-five yards behind
oats had leaped in, and it was their evident intention to the ferryboat.
~ursue the £er~yboat and overtake it, if possible.
The small boat was gaining quite rapidly, too, and Dick
"If they can row to do any good they will be able to felt that it would overtake the ferryboat while yet it was a
overtake u !" thought Dick. "I wish that old rowboat had quarter of a mile from the shore.
been at the bottom of the river!"
In this he was right, for it turned out as he .figured it
However. -it was not at the bottom of the river, and he would.
would have to make the best of the situation.
The rowboat came closer and closer, and at last it was
"They will not board u ·if they do overtake us!" thought within twenty feet of the ferryboat.
Dick, with a grim look on his face, and a compression of
"Back water!" then cried Di.ck, leYeling his pistols;
'r
·s lips. "I will shoot the .first man that attempts to set "back water or I will shoot you dead ! I ha vc six pistols
.1.oot CJl the frnyboat's deck."
here and [ will agree to kill the four of you out of six shots I
There was one danger Dick would have to look out for, Back water if you value your lives!"
iowever, and that was that of being shot in the back by
the redcoats in the rowboat.
Only two were rowing.
The other two--there were four-could, and without a
doubt, would reload their pistol1:1; then when they came up

CHAPTER X.

dose behind the ferryboat, they could, unless Dick surrendered, shoot him.
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It was necessary that he should keep an eye on the two

"We can shoot, too!" retorted one of the redcoats who sat
ferrymen, and it was difficult to watch tl•em and the pur- in the stern, with a couple of pistols in his hands.
uin o- redcoats at the same timf;!.
"Not very straight, from out that rocking rowboat," reDick glanced back every few seconds, and saw that the plied Dick coolly. "This boat is steady, and I can kill at
boat had left the shore and was coming after the ferryboat every shot. Take your choice-back water or die !-and
at a very fair rate of speed.
choose quickly!"
Dick kept watch of them, and as they drew nearer and
The two men in the stern, holding weapons in their
nearer he began figuring on how to defeat their object of hands, might have braved iL out, and held their own, but
making him a prisoner.
the two at the oars, being closer to Dick, and with their
He walked to where the two ferrymen were standing.
"Have :vou pistolr: ?"he a ked Rternly.
Both ans1verrtl in the affirmative.
'They would have been glad to have lird about it, but

backs toward him, did not fancy the situation, and they
took the matter into their own hands, and back water
energetically.
"Now stay away!" ordered Dick; "you take your lives

~orncthing in the stern tones anc1 looks of the youth forced in your hands if you come.after us again I"

them to tell the trnth.
"Lay the weapons on the deck !" the outh ordered.

Dick had the redcoats thoroughly overawed, and they ditl
not renew rowin .
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"Safe!" he murmured. "I am all right now, and will be
Their boat £ell back quite rapidly.
"I believe I shall escape them after all!" thought the at Morristown Heights before midnight!"
Dick rode at a gallop.
youth. "Well, I hope l may be able to do so !"
He was feeling extremely good.
A £ew minutes later the ferryboat reached the landing
He could have sung, but had other matters to occupy his
place.
mind with.
The rowboat was a hundred yards out in the river.
He was thinking 0£ how glad the commander-in-chief
Dick threw a piece of silver on the floor as he stepped
would be to become possessed of the information which he
ashore.
had secured in the city.
'•To pay you for bringing me across," he said.
It was a pleasant night and the ride to Morristown
our
have
"you
•·But our weapons," said the ferryman;
Heights was a pleasant one.
pistols."
Dick reached his destination, as he had figured on d "And intend to keep them. Fenymen have no busine8s
ing, at about the midnight hour.
having piBtols. You are workingmen, not soldiers."
As there was no hurry, he decided noL to bother the oomThe Ierr.Ymen growled out something, but Dick merely
that night.
man,:i~r-in-chie£
laughed.
It would do as well to wait till morning.
"Good-bye!" he cried; "give my regards to the gentleThe members 0£ his company of "Liberty Boys" were a.11
men in the boat yonder."
sound asleep, 0£ course, and Dick slipped in and went to his
Then Dick hastened a"'ay.
cot and lay down without having awakened one of them.
He was not yet out 0£ danger.
He was awakened next morning by feeling a blow on his
bethere
were,
it
He was still within the British lines, as
ing a garrison at Pauh.;s Hook.
Dick was figuring 011 the best course to pursue in making
his escape as he ran.
He dW not wish to start itcross the country afoot ..
It was twenty miles to :Jlorristown Heights.
That would be a long walk.
If he could get possession 0£ a horse it would make this
I

chest.
Then, as he opened his eyes, they £ell on his friend, Bob
Estabrook, who had ju t discovered his presence in the
quarters.
"Hello, Dick, you old rascal, you ! When did you get
back, anyway?" he cried.
"About midnight, Bob," replied Dick, rubbing his eyes
and sitting up.
"Midnight, ch? Why didn't you wake a fellow up?"
"What wa~ the use? I knew you would sec me in the

trip much quicker and easier.
Dick kn~w where to go.
He ran right to the quarters 0£ the British soldiers.
"Quick!" he said to the .astonished guard; "I am straight morning, Bob."
"Yes, but uow you'll have to spend all the forenoon with
from General Howe and have important despatches £or the
officer in command at New Brunswick. I 'km to have a the commander-in-chie£, and I want to hettr the story 0£
your aa Yentures in New y ork."
horse ! Where will I find one?"
''That remind s me, Bob. I must hurry and get my
The excited manner 0£ Dick and the energetic, determined manner in which he spoke had its effect on the breakfast, and go and report to the commander-in-chief."
Dick had thrown himsel~ down without undressing, and
s_oldier. He became excited also, and without stopping to
think how inegular a proceeding it was, he directed Dick all he had to do was to make his toilet.
This he did, talking to Bob as 110 did so, and when he
to the place where the horses were.
Dick rushed ~o the place, ordered a hostler to bridle and had finished they went to the messroom, Bob having·already
saddle a horse for him in double-quick time, and it was made his toilet.
Tify ate brcak£acL, aucl then Dick made his way to headdone.
Then Dick leaped into the saddle, and galloped away; just quarters.
The comminder-in-chie£ had breakfasted, and when Dick
as a . core of panting redcoats came running up.
'''J'hafs him. That's Dick Slater, the spy I Stop him! '!Iitered the i·oom, he greeted the youth warmly.
"So vou arc back in safety, my boy?" he remarked.
Shoot him!" was the cry.
" 'top me now-if you can !" cried Dick defiantly arnl . ·• Did you get hold 0£ any important information, Dick?"
"I did, your excellency!" replied Dick.
triumphantly. and ho rode off at~ gallop.
"Good! Of whal does it consist?"
Crack !-crack !-crack! went tlrn pistols, but Dick was
Dick 1renL ahead then and told General Washington
not hit by any of.the bnllel:;.
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what the plans of the British were, as he had heard them
One day they were riding along the road within five or
stated by the two officers.
six miles of New Brunswick.
The commander-in-chief listened with interest.
They had ridden far and Vl'ere thirsty.
His eyes shone eagerly, and when Dick had finished he
They had been expecting to come to a house and get a
said:
drink, but no house had appeared, and as they emerged from
"This is indeed important information! Now, I shall the timber, one of the boys pointed across a little pasture,
know just what to do. You have done well, Dick-exceed- and said:
ingly well !"
"Yonder is a creek. We can get a drink there."
"I am glad to hear you say so, sir!" said Dick.
"All right," said Dick, and he gave the order to dismount
After some further conversation, the commander-in-chief and tie the horses.
asking Dick questions, Dick was told that be might return · There was a high fence along the road, and it would be
() his quarters.
impracticable to go to the stream with the horses.
He saluted and withdrew.

The. youths dismounted
'l'he commander-in-chief called a council of war im- climbing the fence, made
mediately.
the direction of the creek.
He laid the plans of the British before the members of
They had gone but a
his staff, and then they discussed the situation.
treated to a surprise.
The council of war lasted till nearly noon.
Out of the timber two

It proved to be the unanimous opinion of all the members
of the staff, the commander-in-chief included, that the
proper move to make in order to enable them to checkmate
the British was to move down and take possesRion of Middlebrook, which was only ten rnilc>s fi~om New Brunswick.
The British could not pass here on their way to Philade!phia without sacrificing their communication with :g ew
"",~ ork, and this might mean the destruction of the .army.
It was a strong position, too, at Middlebrook, and it
would be impossible for the Briti h to storm it with success.

•

and tied their horses, and then,
their way across the pasture in
short distance when they were

hundred yards beyond the little
creek rode a body o.f British troopers.
The bugle sounded and the:v came across at a gallop.
'.l'he "Liberty Boys" saw they would not have time to reto the fence, mount their hors~s and escape, and Dick
decided to stand their ground.

trJ~t

He gave the order to do so, and the "Liberty Boys" responded with a shout which was intended as a war cry and'
as defiance to the enemy.
On came the British.
They had to slow clown while crossing the creek, and
came on at a trot after crossing.

Preparations were b r at once.
The word went around that the move was to be made.
It enthused the patriot soldiers.

"Surrender!" cried the commander of the redcoats, waving his sword. "Surrender, in the name of the king!'!
But the "Liberty Boys" were undismayed by the terriThey had been cooped up and inactive so long that they ble odds.
longed to get into action.
"Let us bring down that hated flag and trample it in the
.\nd the change of base from :i\Iorristown Heights to Mid- dust!" cried Dick.
iblebrook seemed to promise action.
Then he gave the order to fire.
'The "Liberty Boys" were especially delighted.
The youths fired on the instant.
'l'hey were the youngest soldiers in the army.
A number of the British soldiers went down, among tlwm
Being yo11ths of an average 0£ eighteen, they longed the .commander.
or action, for lively work.
"Forward!" cried Dick, the heat of battle getting into
Two c1a)'S later the army broke camp and marched to his blood. "Forward! and fire with your pistols!"
[iddlebrook.
With a wild, ringing cheer, the "Liberty Boys" mshcd
It took up its position here. and then a si:rp lookout forward, and they fired two volleys from their pistols a"
va kept for the British.
'
they came.
/
Dick had Recnrc>d liberty of action for his company of
It was a 'vonderful exhibition of sheer pluck in the face
"Libertv Boys,'' and they were out almost every day, and of terrible odds, and the redcoats were rendered incapable
ftc>n at night, sc011ting around in search of small partie~ of action by the daring act.

f redcoats.
They made several captures in this manner, and were

They seemed not to know what to do.
Their commander was down; they had no head.
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to Dick's cry of "Charge bayonets!" and then the horses
Thii:; was thought to be the case by all, and they mounted
became frightened and began rearing and plunging.
their horses as quickly as possible.

Seeing this, the youths shouted and yelled louder than
Then, with a wild shout o.r defiance, they rode away up
ever and waYed their guns, and the fright became communi- the road at a gallop.
cated to all the horses.
The British were eager to avenge the insult which the
The next instant there was a veritable stampede, the "Liberty Boys" had put upon them.
This was evident.
horses whirling and racing back toward the timber from
Their actions proved it.
which they had only a few moments before emerged.
They rode across the pasture at full speed.
Several of the redcoats were thrown into the water when
They leaped down. tore down the fence.in a dozen place,,
the horses leaped the creek.
and led their horses through.
It was an exciting spectacle, and one that was, too, someThen the." mo1mtcd and set out in pursuit of the dnTi
what ludicrous.
band of youths.
'l'he idea of the company of "Liberty Boys". attempting
It was a lively race.
to stand up before the troopers 1n the first place was someThe B~itish had good horses.
thin~ extraordinary, and now that they had not only done
For a while they gained ~omewhat on the "Liberty Bop.''
this, but had put the redcoats to flight, it was something to
Dick noted this fact.
laugh at.
"We'll have to look o"ut or they'll overhaul us!" he said
Dick was an able commander, however.
to Bob.
He had all the elements that go to make up a good gen,, It looks that way, Dick," was the reply. "I wonder
eral.
where they got hold of those horses?''
Having put a superior force to flight, he knew enough to
"I clon't know; they are good goers, sure!"
let well enough alone.
The British themselves seemfd to think they would catcl
"Build a bridge of gold for a flying enemy" is an old the youths, for they set up a yell of triumph.
and true saying.
Their joy was a little bit prematnrC', ho"·eyer.
It is a wise saying.
Dick happened to look up a road which crossed the on
Especially if the flying enemy happens to be the superior they were on at a point a quarter of a mile aheatl, and sa"
a large band of horsemen coming along at a gallop.
in strength or force.
If the temporary victor, flushed with the victory', pushes
"Hurrah!" he cried; "yonder come some of our brav
the flying enemy too hard, saic1 enemy may turn on the boys! Now we shall be able' to turn the tables on the red
coats l We will chase them, in~tead of being chased!"
purnuer and reverse the order of things.
The youths saw their comrades coming, and a wild cheerDick feared this might be the case this time, so he seized
ing
yell burst from their lips.
the opportuni y to order a retreat.
The- redcoats must have seen the rei:nforcements coming,
The youths obeyed promptly, though ~omc of them would
too, for they suddenly stopped. turned around and struck
have..nreferred following the redcoatd, and soon they were
.,_
out on the back track.
at the fence where they had left their horses.
"After them!" cried Dick.
The wisdom of Dick's action was now apparent.
The "Liberty Boys" stopped their horses as quickly as
The British troopers had already regained control of
they could, turned them around, an<l. started in pmpuit of
their horses and were coming across the open space between
the fleeing redcoats.
the timber and the creek at a gallop.
They followed the .:flying enC'my n distance of n couple of
Had Dick let the boys follow the troopers when their miles, and then, having been unable to gain on them, Dick
horses became unmanageable, the entire company would ordered a halt.

have been killed or captured .
"Mount and away, fellows!" ordered Dick. "Those fellows are mad now, and will make it hot for us if they can
catch us!"
"But they can't catch us!" said Bob, with a chuckle.
"I doubt it, Bob; but we had better lose no more time
v ·a.able."

They stopped, turned around and rode back to meet the
other band of patriot troopers.
"Well, couldn't ~·ou catch them?" asked the commander
of the other compan~·.
"No," laughed Dick; "theiT horses were too swift. We
could not gflin a foot on them, and finally dcciclecl that we
might •::t well give up th~ chase."
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"I guess you want to get home in order to get to se~
" Well, you made them bck up a terrible dust, anyway,"
was the smiling rejoinder. "They won't stop running very Edith, Bob!" laughed Dick.
· d·
" be so, D'ic k. We11 , I guess you '"ou ld n 't mm
" ...may
'"
oon, I'll wa.2"er.
~
" Well, we'd have still been running and they after ·us i£ getting back there a spell yourself. You'd like to see Alice,
ou hadn't shown up just when you did. We put them to eh, old man?"
"You're right about that!" with a laugh.
ight once, but I'm afraid we couldn't have done it a seconrl

I

I
1

The entire cavalcade started back to Middlebrook, where 1
he headquarters of the patriot army were located, and they
eached there after a ride of an hour and a half.

THE END.
The n'f'xt number ( 12) of "The Li?erty Boys o.f '76"

"I hope we will haYe a battle or two before long, Dick," will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS' PERIL; OR.
· Bob that evening. "This thing of skirmishing around THREATERED FROM ALL SID:E!S," by Rarry }foore.
is growing monotonous. ~ want to see a good, big battle."
" Oh, you're too bloodthirsty, Bob!" smiled Dick.
The "Liberty Boys" were all eager for a general engageSPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly

ment between the British and patriot armies.
There had been no real battle since those of Trenton and
Princeton, in the middle of the winter.
"If the British don't try to do ~omething pretty soon
I'm going to resign and go home, and go to work on the
fa rm!" Bob declared.
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Wild West.
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lo. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND l<'lSII.-The most complete

l.unting and tishing guide ever published. It contams full ins·~rnctions about guus, hunting dogs, traps, trappmg and fishing,
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. :.:!6. 110\\' '.l.'O lWI\, SAIL AND BUILD ,._ BOAT.-Fully
illustrated. J~very boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with instructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW '.J.'O BREAK, RIDE, AND DRIVE A HORSE.'A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
!diseases peculiar to the horse.
, No. 48. HOW '1'0 BliILD A::\'D SAU, ·CANOES.-A handy
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
and the most populai• manne1· of sailing them. ll'dly illustrated.
By C, Stansfield Hicks.

FORTUNE TELLING.

MAGIC.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRlUh.S.-The great book of magic and
card tricks, containing full instruction of all the leading card tricks
of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed by
our leading magicians ; every boy should obtain a copy of this hook,
as it will both amuse and instruct.
No. 22. HOW 'l'O DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
explained lly his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
boy on the stage; also fiving all the codes and signals. The only
authentic explanation -0 second sight.
l\o. 4~. HOW 'l.'U HEUOl\IE A .MAGIOIAN.-Containing the
grandest assurtment of .magical illusions ever placed before the
public. Also tr. .cks with cards, incantations, etc.
No. (l8. HO\I ' '1'0 DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Contalning over
one hundred hiihly amusing- and inatrncOve tricke with chemicals.
HY A. Ander~on, Handsomely illustrated.
No. GU. H'OW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Oontaining over
fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containing the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
No. 70. HOW '1'0 l\IAKEJ l\IAGIO 'l'OYS.-Containing full
directions for making l\.Iagic 'J'oys and devices of many '<inds. BY
A. Anderson. l<'ully illustrated.
No. 73. ilOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
many curious tricH:s with figures and the magic of numbers. By A. ·
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO _BE'COME A CONJURER.-Containing
tricks with Dommoes, P1ce, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson,
No. 78. HOW TO DO '.l'b'El BLACK ART.-Oontaining a complete description of the mysteries of 1\fagic and Sleight of Hand
together ~ith many wopderful experiments.
By A, Anderson'.
Illustrated.
0

No. 1. NAPOLEO ·s OltACULlJ"1 A.ND DREAM BOOK.Containing the great 01•acle o~ bumau destiny; •aliro the true meaning of almost any kind of dream11, to.get her with chai•mti, ceremonies,
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
No, 23. HOW '.l.'0 EXPLAIN DREAUS.-Everybody dreams,
:rom the little child to lhe aged man and woman. Thill little book
iiives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky
al).d unlucky days, and "_Niipoleon's Orncuhu:n;" the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL l<'GR'l'UNES.-Everyone is desirous of
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell
the fortune of vour friends.
No. 76. HO\\' TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE "HAND.IJontaining rules for telling fortunes ·by the aid of the liiws of the
MECHANICAL.
hand or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret <ff telling future
No. 29. HOW ~O ~ECm~~ AN INV!JJNTOR.-Every boy
events by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. should know how mventwns or1gmated. This book explains them
Anderson.
all, giyil!g examples. in electricity, hydraulic~, magnetism, optics,
pneumatics, mechamcs, etc., etc. The most mstructive book pubATl-f LETIC
lished.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOl\IE AN ATH.LETE.-Giving full in- _ No. 5(_). HOW TO BEOOM!Jl AN ENGINEEJR.-Oontaining
/Structiou for the uae ot dumb belli;, Indian clubs, pa,rallel bars, mstruct1ons how to proceed m order to become a locomotive full
enhorizontal bars and various other methods of developmg a good,
; also directions for building a model locomotive ; together
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can gineer
with
a
full
description
of
e"lerything
an
engineer
should
know."
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 57. IIOW TO l\fAI~E MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. directions how to make a Banjo, Yiolin, Zither, Aeolian Harp, ·xylophone and othe: musical instruments; together with a brief deContaining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows1 and ~he differ- scription
o: nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
ent positions of a good boxer.
Every boy shoula obtam one of modern tiwes.
illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
these useful and instrnctive books, as it will tetlch you how to box for twenty years._Drofusely
bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
without an instructor.
No. 59. HOW '.l.'0 l\IAKE A MAGIC LAN'.rEJRN.-Containing
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GY1\1NAST.-Containing full a description
of the lantern. together with its history and invention.
ructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Also
full directions for its use and for painting slides. Hands?mely
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor \V. l\1acdonald. illustrated,
by John Allen.
~ bandy and useful book.
No. 71. HOW '.rO DO l\IFJCHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
No. 34. HOW TO FENOE.-Containing full instruction for
complete
instructions
for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. By A. Anderson. Fully
illustrated.
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giyipg the best
positions in fencing. A complete book.
LETTER WRITING.
No. 61. HOW TO BECOME) A BOWLER.-A complete manual
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comof bowling. Containing full instructions for playing all the standard American and German games; together with rules and systems plete littl9' book, contain iv J full directions for writing love-letters,
of sporting in use by the _principal bowling clubs in the United and when ':o us them; ah ) giving specimen letters for both young
and old.
States. Bll' Bartholomew Batterson.
No. 12. H01.. 'fO WRlTE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
complete instru,' l:lons for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
No. 51. fIOW •.ro DO TRICKS WITH OARDS.-Containing
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEl\fEN.explanations of thP general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable Oontaining full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary <'ards, and, not requiring also giving sample letters for insti·uction.
sleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTEJRS.-A wonderful little
specially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. With illustra- book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart. your father.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anytions.
No. 72. HOW •.ro DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em- body you vrish to write to. Every young man and every .voung
hracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il- lady in the land shonld have this book.
lustrntions. By A. Aqderson.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-1JonNo. 77. HOW ·ro no FORTY TRICKS WTTH CARDS.- taining full inLtructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
Con aiBin~ deceptive Card Tricks as perfo1·m,'1 1 h~· lPadini:: conjurers also rules for puni;tuation IU'd composition; together with specimen
8.J!d magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illu1>trated. letters.
~~~

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fou
THE STAGE.
illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to beco
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YOHK END MEN'S JOKE ateen
good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems fro
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mos
most famous end men. No amateur mins trels is complete without all
simple and concise man11er possible.
this wonderful little book.
No.
49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting d
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.@ontaining a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the bes
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amuse- sources for procuring information on the questions given.
ment and amateur shows.
SOCIETY
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE·
•
.
.
.
AND ,JOKE BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every I No. 3. ~OW TO !J'L~RT.-The arts. and wiles ~f flirtation a
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for or- fully expl~med by this little book.. Besides the vari,ous !fieth_ods o
ganizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
ha.ndkerchief._ fan, glove, parasol, wmdow. and hat flirtation, i~ con
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original !ams a _full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which I
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit al).d humor. It m~erestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be hap
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of without oHne. W
CE .
.
f
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist and practical joker of . No. 4. .0 .T0 DAN . is the title o a ne~ and hll;Ildsom
th day E ery boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should l~ttle ~ook JUSt issued l;>Y Fr~nk To~sey. It contains full msti:i
ob~ · · 0 vy immed'ately
tions m the art of dancmg, etiquette m the ballroom and at parties
N~~ ~9: l!ow TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing com- how to dress, and full dire<!tions for calling off in all popular squar
plete instructions how to make up for various characters on the dances.
.
stage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompt~r,
No. ~· H 0 W Tq MA~JJ? LOVJJ?.-A C?mplete gmde t? love
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager. courtship and ma~-riage, givmg. sensible !ldv1ce, .rules !ind etiquett
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the lat- to , be observed, with many curious and mtercstmg thmgs not gen. k es, anec dot es an d f unny s t ones
. of th'is wo rid -renowne d an d erally
N 0 known.
HOW TO DRESS C t · · f JI • t
t•
· th
est JO
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
. - on ammg u
ms rue 1~n. W
• 17 • •
•
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.
art o~ dressmg and appea_ring well at home and abroad, g1v1
-.
selec.t1ons of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of th
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book .
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEJP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated an
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of th
fish, game and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paro@et, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AN
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO M.\KE AND SET TRAPS.-lncluding hin
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birdaJ
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. .Also how ·to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringto
Keene.
b
·
ELECTRICAL.
I
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AN ANIMALS.-A valu·
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- able book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, '! i,unti n
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP .AND MANAGE PETS.-G•· '"" (
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising
"•in~
lustrations.
·
taming, breeding and managing air kinds of pets; also giving ,:111
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twPr
taining full directions for making electrical machines, induction eight illustrations, making it the most complete book of the 1du'
coils, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. ever published.
,
·
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive and 'highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful ~nd m•
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and
ENTERTAINMENT.
directions for making fireworks, colored fires and gas balloons.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST. By Harry This book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice cream, syrups, essences, etc. etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations) z can master the
No. 19. FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STA'l'ES DISTANCE
art, and create any amount 'of fun for himself and rriends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving the
greatest book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
official distances on all the railroads of the United States and
No. 20. HOW TO ENTEHTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, hack
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census. etc., etc., making
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc.,. suitable it one of the most complete and handy books published.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won·
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
money than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordina. : diseases and ailments common to every
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.--0ontaining all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the le11;ding co';lundrums of the day, ap:msing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
and witty saymgs.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King B,;; ,
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty'five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
Auction Pitch, All Fours and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO ;E'UZZLES.-Containing over three bun·
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.--Contain·
dred interesting _puzzles and conundrums with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney .
. No. 13. ~ow TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
is a great hfe secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
all about. There's happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
No. 33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and eti- Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
quette of good society and the easiest and most approved methods know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
and in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
-;-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. @om·
dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become A
with many standard readings.
West -P oint Military Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS EA.CH, OR 3 FOR 25 CEN.TS.
Address PRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union .Square, New York.
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A Weekly Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolutio .
By HARRY MOORE•

DON'T .FAIL - TO

READ
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•

These stories a.re based on actual facts and give a, faithfti
account of the exciting adventures of a, brave band of Ameri•i.:
youths who were always ready a.nd willing to imperil their live
for the sake of helping a.long the ga.lla.nt cause of lndepende. . _
Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matt a;
bound in a beautiful colored cover.
7 The Liberty Boys in Demand; or, The Champion Sp·
1 The Liberty Boys or '76; or, 1'ighting for Freedom .
the Revolution.
2 The Liberty Boys' Oath; or. S ettling With the British and
8 The Liberty Boys• Hard Fight; or. Beset by Britis ·
Toried.
'fori<:s.
3 The Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, Helping Gf\nerat ,Vash9 Tile Liberty Boys to the Res<:ue; or, A Host Within ':'h~:
ington.
selves.
4 T~e Liberty Boys on Hand ; or. Always in the Right Place.
5 Th9 Li·herty Boys' Nerve; or, Not Afraid of the King's 10 The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape; or, A l\"eck-and·Xec:c
Race With Death.
Minions.
Liberty Boys' Pluck; or, Undaunted by Odds.
The
11
if
Us
Hang
and
"Catch
or,
Defiance;
Boys'
6 The Liberty
12 'I'.b.e Liberty Boys' Peril; or, Threatened from A.IJ SiciPs.
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